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INTRODUCTION
During the past two years. Ron! t~ Bmiirii has sponsored

.1 series oi torurris on various topics. The first two articles in
this issue are expanded versions ot talks given at two of these
lorums. The overthrow of the Shah in Iran was achieved by a
mass movement with a large degree of popular initiative: to us
it seems especially important as a demonstration oi the power
of a population to overthrow .1 heavily armed regime. At the
same time, it was .1 revolt largely tought in the name oi a
revival ot pa.-it ideologies and institutions. lt has led to an exal-
tation of the power of the Islamic clergy: to the attach on cer-
tain progressive tendencies oi capitalist development. such as
sexual equality, introduced by the Shah; and to £1 growing
repression against the lett. Two Iranian friends have tried to
explain the constellation ot fon."i.'.s behind this situation. and
the historical |JI'UC€.&‘\ through which it developed; they have
also translated some interesting leatlets by Iranian worl<ers'
groups.

Though Manisrn seems to he iinally dead in China. it is
still important to II){l|H' out what it was. Bill Russell's article
deals with Maoism as .i “developinent strategy.“ Basing his
account on d comparison oi China with the Soviet Union. he
di.'scriI‘1t>*- II‘II.' lurtunefi til i\'I&u‘s poliqf Will‘! it View both to the
1.li\‘i2-inns .inioni.; China's rulers and to the impact of the Maoist
strategy on the CI'|il'lL‘:»1: worltirtg class.

Previous l5$Llt3'S of Root r~ liiwirli have discussed the like-
lihood that capitalism today is carrying us into a rnaior ecu-
nomic crisis. and the iailure ol “eciinoniic science" to affect
this situation or even explain it. This is no doubt the reason, at
least in part. tor the revival tvl interest in Maris theory oi
capitalism and critique oi economic theory. Ciipiriii‘ can be dif-
ticult reading. however, largely IJ£"C-1\l‘~t' ol the barriers erected
between Marx and his potential readers by the ideology of
Marxism-l.eninism and by academic economists and social
"scientists." Paul lviattick. ]r.'s article is the first in a series,
intended to serve as a reader's guide to lVlarx's worlt.

Our book review section is devoted lo .1 discussion of
Nancy Chodorowfs book on p:iycholo;_.:ical aspects of the
rvproduction oi the sexual division of Iabnr. The process of
deciding whether or not to print this review sparked a contro-
versy within l‘-Ionr r- Hmnrli on the place of psyCh0I0t.',iC3I
theorizing in political analysis, which we hope will lead to fur-
ther articles on this question. Finally. we are glad to say that
our requests for comments and criticism are beginning to bear
tniit. We hope the CU1'l1‘5p0l'|d9I‘lC9 section will continue to
expand: please write us!

As ever, our major pl'0IJIBm—asiclE.' lrom -.1 chronic short-
age of money—is poor distribution. Readers who would like
copies of Roof c~ Bmurli to distribute to bookstores or at meet-
ings should write us.
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THE SHAH IS DEAD:
LONG LIVE THE CALIPH

Riza Pahlevi was an illiterate soldier in the Iranian army
until he caught the eye of British imperialism in the lO2.0s. See-
ing in him an alternative to the unpopular and feeble Qaiar dy-
nasty. the British gradually worked him up the ranks. Atter
the creation of the Pahlevi dynasty by a coup d'etat. Riza Shah
served British interests by giving them control over Iran's oil
and supporting their ettorts to contain the revolutionary gov-
ernment in Russia. ln 1941, however, alarmed hy his pro-Hit-
lfl Pflsh-Ire. the British and Russians lorced Riza Shah -to abdi-
cate in Iavor of his son Mnhammed.

Riza Shah had tried, with some success, to build up a na-
tional industrial bourgeoisie during the war by taking adva n-
tage of Anglo-German competition. ln 1937-38. tor instance.
Germany had supplied Iran with a basic steel industry. In the
late 19405. the war-torn economy of the imperialist powers
and the Anglo-American power struggle tor hegemony again
dtfered a brief opportunity for the expression ot national senti-
ments in Iran. Bourgeois nationalism consolidated and mani-
iested itself in the National Front, while anti-taseist and Stalin-
ist intellectuals and students ioin-ed with some workers lrom
the developing industries behind a number of aristocratic lead-
ers in the pr0—Moscow Tudeh Party. The consolidation of na-
tionalist sentiments within the two parties. in combination
with the weakened position oi the British owners at lranian
oil, led to a movement for the nationalization oi oil. The
Mossadegh government ot I951. in Fact. realized this dream oi
the Iranian nationalists.

Although popular support for Moss-adegh's government
had tonced the Shah to flee the country. the U,5_ Cgntral In-
telligence Agency with the help of Iranian generals restored
him to power by a coup d'etat that overthrew Mossadegh in
lhttgttst 1953. It would be unhistorical. however, to attribute

the success of the coup to the CIA alone. The composition and
unevenness ot class forces at the time showed in a lack oi unity
and coordination between the maior parties and Force-s at
work. The political movement was confined lo the towns.
while the countryside. with 75 percent of the population. was
completely isolated from politics. tln this respect, the move-
ment ot 1979 represents a maior change, reflecting the
economic and social development of Iran in the last quarter
century..l The National Front. never organized as a real politi-
cal party, had no organizational ties with the bulk oi the peo-
ple. Although they had often backed popular movements in
Iran's past. tl't|: Moslem leaders were unable to assume the
leadership ot this movement. Their influence declined sharply
alter a prominent religious leader ot the time. Ayatollah Ka-
shani, as a result ol his compromise with British imperialism.
withdrew his support from the Mossade-gh government. The
Tudeh Party, despite its clandestine organization Inumbc-ring
about 600 otticersi within the army. made no move. In addi-
tion. the Tudeh's cornplete subservtence to the wishes and di-
rectives ot Moscow proved latal to their influence. Their slo-
gan, “Nationalize oil in South lran.” drove people from the
Tudeh to Mossadegh. (The Russians imported oil from fields
in the North.l

A period of intense repression tollowed the 1953 coup.
The army and security lorces rounded up thousands of trade
unionists and members of the major political organizations.
The sharpest edge ot repression was directed against the com-
munists oi the Tudeh Party: a score were executed and many
tailed.

The victory ul this dictatorship heavily dependent on tht
l_3.S. was the political counterpart to Iran's Changing role in a
world economy dominated since the end oi World War ll by
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American capital. ln the years lollflwirtg the war. the export ul
capital lrnm the dominant inuntries to the dominated coun-
tries was chit-ll)’ oriented [rm ard lht: ctmtrol rtl raw materials
and the extension nt inarltets. Nevertheless, [ran rgtmiiflgd ba-
sically an iI).Z|'lLlllll.lt'iIl country with 75 percent oi its popula-
llfltl livini; in ruml art.-as, mostly‘ sell-sulliciently. The Cities
were essentially trade centers with petty commodity produc-
tion and a small bourgeoisie. Landowners, living in the cities,
were sometimes =‘|l$t1 middle traders. The Shah, himself one of
the biggest landowners, was the ligureheacl oi an oligarchy
that held social power.

_ Alter 1953. the Iranian government centralized its opera-
tions, establishing a strong state power as part ol an attempt tn
develop the economy, By the early M605, I-tows-v;-1-_ tho ,_-mm»
my was in chaos. Along with .1 negative balaitce oi p;|y|11[\nl5_
the Shahs budget deticit had become chronic. The budget de-
P'"1\‘l¢‘ll Pflllrely on oil I't:VenLti‘$. which lell during 1958412 with
the collapse ul the world uil price,

During the W605. as part ot the Ctlrtlinuing restructuring
"l """"'l'-l Ql»‘ll-*l- d1"l"'~‘l°Pf-‘ll Countries were trying to |'l1;|l\t' the
Third World more dependent on the system by opening up
ll"'l' at-lricullural sectors to capital. thus speeding up their total
integration into the world capitalist market. At this time India
W15 °>‘Pl"l""fiflt=; its "Green Revolution." while the l,J,S. it-as
imposing the "Alliance tor Progress" un Latin Amt-ri,;a_ A¢|_
lusting Iranian society to world capitalism. the regime under-
lnolr a series of guvemmental development plans. Such plan-
ning had already been initiated in ]9~i8. The earlier attempts at
St.-tie stimulation. however. were not transforming the country
rapidly enough to meet the growing needs ol imperialism.
Theretore. with the help oi the Americans. in 1902 a package
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Iranian women demonstrating In Tel-ieran yesterday. They carried pictures of Ayatollah tt.uhoIIa.lt Ilihnmellti,
anwho was ldlledlnareceni nun lLl.l:ll II-Zdilfil-| -tlllld ll! B itltitlti In

called the "White Revolution" was introduced to meet these
goals. This package was a series of reforms whose main ele-
ment was a land reinrni distributing land among the peasan-
try.

There was a considerable trantormation of the class struc-
ture in rural and urban areas lollowing the execution of the
land reform in the 1962-71 period. The state paid "expropri-
atecl" landlords partly in cash and partly in industrial bonds,
thus transforming them directly into industrialists. While the
relorm was a failure lor Iranian agriculture. it did produce
substantial change in the social and political structure ol the
country. The main results of the land relorm were: ll] The es»-
tablishment of a market economy in rural areas and the de-
struction ol the earlier sell-sullicient economy. This brought
an increasing social dependence ol country on town. ill The
creation ol almost 1.5 million landless families out ol hall of
the rural population. Having nothing to sell except their libflr.
the majority oi them migrated to the cities while the rest
became agricultural laborers. (3) The migration ol rural
wealth to town to lurtcliun as capital.

In other words. the result of the land reform was the es-
tablishment and expansion, over a ten-year period, ol the api-
talist mode oi production in Iran. Of course the enelandowners
who had transferred their wealth to town either lunctioned as
commercial capitalists or had their wealth absorbed by rivals.
The Shah himself was the lirst to transform his wealth lt‘\l0
capital and become a maior capitalist.

Under the pressure of the Kennedy administration, and in
order to gain popular supP0!'l Fur the "White Revolution," the
Shah initiated a period ol relative democratic lreedom. But
popular support went to the opposition rather than the Shah.



The opposition in the early 1€lt'>Os was mainly composed of the
local bourgeoisie and the clergy. That the bourgwisies oppo-
sition to the regime was mild and hesitant was not surprising,
since the Shah's proposed economic reforms included all that
they had dreamed of lor many years. The hoiirgeoisie mainly
obiected to the regimes dictatorial nature and its lack of re-
spect for the Iranian constitution. The bourgeois opposition.
thus, organized itself behind the slogan, "Yes to the proposed
reforms. no to despotism!" By taking a more intransigent
stand, the clergy broadened its popular support. particularly
among the lower strata of the petty bourgeoisie and the bulk
of the working population, who were suffering the most pre-
carious economic conditions. By the spring of 1963. the mass
movement was virtually under the clergy's leadership.

The clergys intransigence and radicalism stemmed from
two different components within its social basis. First, the
lower level of the Moslem clerical hierarchy, which was eco-
nomically and socially tied to the poorer strata of the petty
bourgeoisie, accounted for the radical anti-dictatorial and
anti-imperialist character of the religious movement. The sec-
ond tendency, expressecl the fear and resistance of the upper
clerical orders. whose own economic and political power was
threatened by the Shah's reforms. lslam has traditionally in-
volved a system of wealth redistribution via taxes paid to the
mosques. which distributed some to the poor and accumulated
much more. Their revenues from this religious taxation de-
clined with the spread of Westernization and its attendant sec-
ularization. Although their large, directly controlled land
holdings escaped confiscation, they were badly hurt by the re-
form's displacement of the peasantry who had always worked
these lands. Also. a major part of the mullahs traditional role
was usurped by the army people sent into the rural areas to
educate the villagers. Finally. the lslamic institutions were fur-
ther weakened by such rofunns as women's civil emancipa-
tion, brought by the general transforrnation»-economic. polit-
ical. and cultu ral-Iran was undergoing at that time.

By lune 1963. the mass movement loolc the character of a
popular religious uprising; but within three or four days the
army crushed the movement. killing over 10.000 demonstra-
tors and arresting their leaders, including the Ayatollah Kho-
meini. who was subsequently exiled. The bloody days of lune
put an end to the period of relative democratic freedom. The
Shahsregime never gained mass support, but during the next
fourteen years it went unchallenged by any serious mass move.
rnent, thanks to its repressive apparatus. its economic policy.
and its huge oil revenues, which allowed a definite rise in the
standard ol living. The only organized resistance to the regime
during those years came from underground guerrilla organiza-
tions. The People's Fedayeen drew many people from the stu-
dent movement. ex-Tudeh members. and Maoist or Third-
Worldist activists. but remained confined within the intellectu-
al strata of the ‘society and was isolated from the working
class. The lslamic Mujahedeen guerrilla organization, which
drew members from the National Front and attempted to use
religiort as a basis for radical political ideology. was more suc-
cessful in getting the sympathy of broader layers of society.
Despite its limits. the annecl struggle such groups initiated in
I971 had a definite impact. The rapid, enormous growth of
these groups after the collapse of the Shah's power is largely
the effect of their activity during the preceding years of politi-
cal dormancy. as well as the publicity given them by SAVAK
propaganda.

The"'Wl'\il€ Revolution" resulted in an acceleration of the
capital flow into lran. +1 rapid growth of the available labor
force, and a prospect-or rather. an illusion-of future pros-
perity. ln 1972. 1.5 million people were employed in 9.2.5.000
manufacturing establishments, although a large number of
these were small-scale artisan units and only 7 percent of the
working population was employed in modern industrial units.
In spite of chaos and declining production in agriculture, the
rate of growth in other branches was so high that the GNP
grew rapidly in the first ten years of the White Revolution.
According to government figures (which, while exaggerated,
give some indication). GNP increased by 8 percent in the I960.-i
and by 14 percent in the early 1970s. even before the oil boom.

ln the period of 1962-7?, the urban population grew from
25 percent to 50 percent of the country's total population,
which itself grew from 2.3 to .35 million in the same period.
Teheran. which had 2,000,0Cl0inhabitants in 1063. has a popu-
lation of 5.000.000, according to the latest statistics. But Iran
was still a backward, ill-planned society. without a social-wel-
fare system. adequate housing, or even such basics as traffic
control. Having always been dominated by foreign powers or
despots, the bourgeoisie had no history of self-rule; the Shah's
government, therefore. had no legitimacy. \’Vhen it could no
longcrrun things. social and politicalchaos prevailed.

Thus. urban expansion that accompanied theestablishment
of the capitalist mode of production had its own problems and
consequences.'For the lower strata of people, especially for the
non-industrial working population, this meant pour working
conditions, poor living conditions, a lack of housing, and un-
employment. The masses of people moving into the cities, who
lived in shanty towns around the industrial centers and re-
ceived no benefit from the national wealth. moved into oppo-
sition to the system.

Although governmenbcontrolled unions existed. even the
most primitive organization among workers themselves could
not survive. The strike at the lohan Chit weaving factory was
the first maior struggle of this period. Two hundred unarmed
workers march-ed toward Teheran from their factory, situated
thirty miles to the north. Midway. however. the police
launched an altaclc by land and air that killed torty and
wounded many more. tln revenge the Fedayeen executed the
factory owner in I9?-'3.) ln the early F1705, however. such iso-
lated wildcat strikes for higher wages occurred more frequent-
ly in the more modern industrial units. Strikers were often ma-
chine-gunned by the angry niling class. but the continuation
of the strikes forced the capitalists to concede to some de-
max-ids. Nonetheless. nu organizational attempt from the
workers side was tolerated.

Among the upper strata of society. as the rule oi indus-
trial capital increased. the traditional middle-tr,1dt»rs_ called
bazzari, became the sworn enemies of the regime. The Pahlevi
court had the upper hand in essentially all tnaior investments.
As a result. the part of the bourgeoisie without a close linl». to
the Pahlevi dynasty became dissatisfied. simply because it did
not have a proper share of the cake. This part of the bourgeoi-
sie was also-unhappy about the autocratic. bureaucratic re-
gime and its expenditure ol funds in non-productive sectors,
such as the military. from which it saw no immediate benefit.

With the devastation of agriculture. the government had
to import more agricultural goods. Also. alignment with U.S.
defense policy in the region in the post-Vietnam era meant that
more money had to go to the military. The result was a budget



deficit in 1972. The oil boom that began in 1973, however.
bought more time for the regime and the Shah announced that
[ran was heading toward a "Great Civilization." Government
development plans expanded: whereas the first seven-year
plan had a prniected experiditu re of $350 million: after the oil
boom the fifth fou r-year plan bore a $69 billion tag.

As independent industry, nevertheless, failed to develop,
the economy became increasingly dependent on oil. From 19.5
percent of CNI’ in 1972. oil experts rose to 49.7 percent in
I977. when they accounted for 77 percent of government reve-
nues and B? percent of foreign earnings. Meanwhile, the rapid
growth of bureaucracy and militarism was sustained by an in-
crease in circulating money, which. given the constant level of
production. produced inflation. ln addition. during 1974-77
period. the worldwide inflation swallowed a certain percen-
tage of oil income lthe Shah himself put the figure at 25 per-
cent i. ll we take into account. furthermore. the devaluation of
the ilnllar and a I0 percent decrease in oil production, we can
see why rising expectations were just a prelude to hopeless-
ness. The wealthy and respected re-gime—which had loaned
Pan Am a large cash sum (with the slogan "Iran needs the
West"), bought 15 percent ol Krupp stock. and loaned a bil-
liun dollars cash lo the British government—had to struggle to
avoid bankruptcy in I977 and ended the last two years with $4
and S7 billion budget deficits.

The bureaucracy, which had expanded to reach new bud-
getary lronliers in the I973-7'5 period and had gained momen-
tum for lurther expansion, responded to its now shrinking
budget by becoming ever more corrupt. The same phenome-
non taced the bourgeoisie. they were expanding in expectation
ul luture income that tailed to materialize. Rocked by the vi-
cissitudes ol the world market and politics. the Iranian econo-
my revealed all the more clearly llh‘ill'l,lClI.lI'&Il wealtnessc-s—the

Kaliim Airmail Edition
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Teheran. l’rime Minister Mehdi Bazargan has issued a
memorandum regarding cuunterrevolutionary activities in fac-
tories and workshops, the text ot which n.ins as follows:

ln lhr name ot (lo-d.
Dear Factory l\/urkers:

l W"lllLllil\l?lt1l‘l'11‘Tlll\‘\fl a It-iv points" ft"J>§;|t‘tltf\#, my pre-
viiius speeches and visits ol rcviili.ition.irv li;-ader-., represen-
tatives iil the labor Ministry. anil tart-try otticials. In refer-
vme to ll'l\: rt-ports from the above $UllI\(_‘~i, 5u|'|t|- i-oruitrur-
lion. roail-l1u|ltlinp,. and manuiacttirine-plant workers have
reiliiccd their output at the urging iii iiiiintcr-reviilutioriary
activists or as a consequence nl their own iirircalislic ile-
iiianii-.. These activities have caused .i significant decrease
in the uiuntrys economic output and cleveliipmpni A, 3
rt-»ult_ essential |'1Tt"lll.lElltll1 and total wage payments have
tlriipped. It is obvious that the aim ol putting the l-l(l0l’lL‘h
in \\‘Ul'hll'\_E order is not tor the ]I\l'L\t.ll.lt. tioii of profit or in the
interest oi the employers. but rather to decrease the rate of
unemployment. which is the most important problem for
the l‘ro\.-isiorial Revoiiitinnary Government and is alrsu in
your own ll'll(‘l‘t‘9il.

In the same memorandum Mr. Bazargan went on to
declare that the government and employers have no source of
wealth other than the national industrial production, trade,
and reconstruction activities. which are the main sources of

deficiencies of its dependent, lnreign-dominated industry and
the complete devastation of its agriculture. Money required
for capital investment in modernizing its agriculture, whose
earlier method of production had disintegrated under the land
reform, went into speculation instead, with the result that 70-
80 percent of the national food supply in recent years has had
to be imported, largely from the U.S.

Hoping to reduce its budget deficit in 1970. the govern-
ment started to raise taxes. which iust produced more inflation
and more dissatisfaction. While more people joined the work-
ing population in its growing opposition to the regime.
SAVAK, the notorious secret police, nevertheless managed to
dismantle nearly all the nuclei oi working-class organization.
The only institution the government could not openly oppose
and demolish was the lslamic clergy. with a network oi thou-
sands of mosques throughout the country and an ideology
(particularly that of the Shi'ite sect! well stiitecl to an opposi-
tional roie. ln the past 300 years the Shiite hierarchy had cus-
tomarily played an influential political role in Iran. where it re-
mains the dominant sect. lts clergy have been directly involved
in all the major upheavals of the last seventy years.

This Islamic ideology was seen as representing a potential
alternative to the Shah's regime by people who were dissatis-
fied with their present and afraid of their future. Hundreds oi
thousands oi new and poor inhabitants ul the cities. burdened
with the remnants ot their past. identilied themselves with the
clerical opposition. These people ioined with more traditional
allies of the clergy, such as the shopkeepers and middle-
traders, to swell the lslarnic movement. espousing such no-
tions as lslamic government (which traclitionally means a pop-
ulist government with a simple life tor the leaders. to whom
everyone is to have direct access) and Islamic iustice (which
would use the Koranic code ot "an eye for an eye] with switt-
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revenue for the private and government sectors. Unless these
systems operate properly. there will he nu source of revenue
for wages, expenditures, and payments. All strilces and
demands against the labor law, all interferences from strike
committees or workers‘ committees regarding the management
of plants and job appointments. and all disruptions in the
factories, are considered counter-revolutionary acts and are
against the national interest.

The I‘rimeMinister in his letter warned that these disor-
ders and counter-revolutionary activities would not be tol-
erated in the future. He has ordered the stoppage of wage pay-
ments in the struck factories. Those involved in illegal interfer-
ence. conspiracies. and counter-revolutionary incitement will
be proseculecl.

The Provisional Government of the Islamic Republic
expects all workers. distinguished colleagues who have coop-
erated with other classes. and deprived lranians—who strug-
gled for their freedom. independence. and Islam: who have
sacrified tor God and the Nation: and who have helped
achieve the Revolutions initial victory—should remain united
with the Government and the Nation to ensure the ultimate
victory of the Revolution by stopping intemal and external
counter-revolutionary lOt‘Ct!s from ruining our economy and
the Islamic Revolution.



ly rendered iudgment based on eyewitness reports and without
regard for wealth].

By the end ol 1976. alter numerous bloody conlronta-
tions. the government was Forced to concede the demands oi
shanty-town inhabitants. At this time the clergy were ioined
by another opposition lorce. the National Front. With such
leaders as Sanjabi and Barzargan tat the center of the govern-
ment today). the Front represented the political wishes nl the
traction oi the Iranian bourgeoisie excluded trom power by the
Shah. Their hesitant opposition to the regime (initially encour-
aged by Carter's "human rights" policy) and their fear ol and
antagonism to a violent and radical mass movement isolated
them from the rebellious population. Driven by their hatred
for the Shah, the masses lollowed Khomeini. who by consis-
tently calling for the overthrow ol the monarchy became their
sole leader.

5 September 1978 saw an anti-Shah demonstration ot
more than 3,000,000 people. Three days later, on Black Fri-
day. the regime responded by slaughtering thousands of dem~
onstratois in the center ot Teherarr. From then until the tol-
lowing February. a continuous crescendo ot rebellion opposed
the Iranian populace to the Pahlevi reglmthh general strike.
ioined by the economically crucial oil workers. whom neither
a 100 percent wage increase nor army threats sent back to
work. was matched by daily mass street demonstrations. Even
the Shah's departure "on vacation" and his appointing the lib-
eral Bakhtiar government had no effect on the mass move-
ment. Finally. an armed insurrection. carried out simultane-
ously in Teheran and other major cities during 9-11 February,
in part by left organizations. consolidated the power ol Kho-
rneini.

Soon after his designated government. "led by Mehdi Ba-
zargan. took office. Khomeini proclaimed the end ol the revo-
lution and the beginning of the process oi reconstruction.

While there is no question that a period ol reconstruction tol-
lows every revolution. the question remains. reconstruction
fur whom? The answer in Iran was clear. The workers were
told to return to work tsee l'Jtrxl and all revolts were labeled
counterrevulutionary.

The content of the rebellion was in fact determined by
what the masses could no longer tolerate, the’ Shah's regime.
Although successful in achieving this goal. Khomeini had no
concrete social program tor the tuture. ln any case, aside trom
the nationalization oi some businesses. no drastic change is
really possible in the country's economy. Meanwhile. the
social forces, held together by the struggle against the Shahf
are llying apart in search of their own ends.

Politically. the current government represents an uneasy
compromise between Khomeinis forces. including the bazaa-
ris, who want the benefits accruing trom a larger role in poli-
tics after their eltorts against the Shah, and the more modern
sectors oi the bourgeoisie. Bazargan and Sanjabi are represen-
tative of the latter group in their orientation toward modem-
isrn. which for them means political democracy as well as
banks charging interest in contravention ol Koranic law.
While the Khomeini people are politically more primitive, see-
ing the ollicial lelt only as a threat, people like Bazargan might
be quite open to using the Tudeh Party—currently eagerly
espousing lslam. which they proclaim as identical in substance
to "scientific soci-alism"—to discipline the workers- The same
lriclions were briefly visible in the April women's rights dem-
onstrations. which pitted a modern bourgeois-leftist coalition
against Khomeini. This conflict was very quickly resolved, it
may be remembered, as soon as deeper issues of the nature of
the new regime were raised. At the moment of writing, the
Islamic group laces no real opposition—witness the rapid col-
lapse of the "progressive" opposition around the Ayatollah
Teleghani at the end of April. On the other hand. as a social



group whose day is gone. the bazaaris in tact have no phssibil-
ity to affect policy to any great extent. While the big bour-
geoisie would probably not mind an army coup that would
continue the White Revolution without {or even witht the
Shah. in the meantime they haven't much to lose simply by
waiting for the necessities of modern economics and politics to
mold the Islamic Republic in a satisfactory way. And, ulti-
motel)’. Khomeini must support the needs of the bou rgeoisie it
his regime is to survive. Islamic banks will collect service
charges ll they don't demand interest. In general, Khorrit-ini's
illusions about the etemal validity oi the Koran will have to
make some allowance for the lmptlfifilblllly ut a real return to
the past.

Meanwhile. the Caliph (traditional term tor a l'Eli|i;iuus
leader with supreme political power) will make lran a good
country tor businessmen. His reginie has a potential for a
worse repression than the Shah's; now not iust SAV.-'\K. but
the religious population as a whole, is on ihe llmlwui |,_,r t-mi-
mies ol the Revolution. Already the mullah-controlled neigl1~
borhood organizations are lunctioning to identity and arrest
leltists. Those who decry the rapid execution ot the Shalfs coll
laborators tshot without public trial. no doubt. Io prevent
their flaming their many colleagues now si:rvini.; in ll1el{£'\'tilu-
tionary regimet will nut protest the terror against the lett.

The lelt survives. tor the moment. thanks to the arms
seized during the tinal insurrection against the Shah tan esti-
mated 70,000 gunst and to support from the liberal bour-
gi:t\i!it'Q- With the tailure ot the revolution to achieve noticeable

gains in terms ol living standards. the left groups are beginning
to attract some popular support. But. at the time ot writing,
mass politics o\'erwh£'lmingly means the backs-aard—lo0king
Moslem movement; even at the universities members ol reli-
gious organizations tar outnumber the leltists. What is most
likely is an ettort on the part oi the government to destroy the
lett while Khomeini still has the suppo rt of the population.

But despite the combination oi mass support and repres-
sion ul the opposition, fundamental unsnlvecl problems will
make social stabilization dilticult. While lran cannot return to
the past. it also cannot advance very rapidly. There has been
little investnient outside of oil; and any ltiture development in
this direction would devastate a social system in which mil-
lions ot shopkeepers and iqoeernment officials live on the pro-
ceeds ol oil, while the rich invest their lalu: in Swiss banks.
German industry. and American real estate. The current state
ol the world economy is unpropiiious tor cleveloprnent at-
tempts by a cnunirv with a backward, dependent economy.
torced to import most of its luod and all its technology. and
already deeply in dvbt. While private enterprises can hardly
make much ot .1 dent, ihcretore. in the tour millions of unem-
ployed iabnul halt the working populationi produced by the
Shah s modi-rnizatioii. state t.apil8ll5t‘l1 is not a likely option
either. as the l'\'hiti.- Rt-w'olutiori has produced a sitable bour-
|:i;'oi:-it‘ with much to lose by such a turn of attairs. Despite the
dreams ul a golden age that accompany every revolution. the
overthrow ot the Shah can only be the prelude to a history oi
continuing social turmoil.
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Committees and Councils

The destruction of the Shah's state authority by the Iran-
ian population was accompanied by the formation of new
lo-rrns of political organization. From the beginning of the
revolt to the downfall of the Bakhtiar government on 22 Feb-
ruary. the only state organs that remained under the regime’:
control were the repressive organizations, such as the army
and the police. The former bosses lost control of virtually all
other institutions (banks. schools. ministries, state and private
industries, television and radio, newspapers. etc.l' in one of the
longest general strikes in modern history. The breakdown of
centralized power and the general revolutionary mood of the
time provided the conditions for the emergence of local popu-
lar organizations. The main role of the hundreds of “commit-
tees” which sprang up spontaneously all over the country was
to fulfill people's immediate needs and to facilitate the contin-
uing struggle against the regime.

in the cities. district committees, using the mosques as
meeting places. were to a large extent organized and operated
by the local community without control by any particular
political affiliations. In many places-—notably in Meshed ithe
fourth largest city in Iran. with 800.000 inhabitants) and in
many districts of Teheran-—they were controlled by daily mass
meetings. Parallel to these district committees, workers‘ and
staff councils were formed in nearly all workplaces. By playing
a decisive role in strikes and demonstrations. these councils
assumed a clearly political character. The most prominent
council was that of the oil workers. followed by those of bank
employees and iournalists. The struggle organized by these
councils was so effective that no government could survive
without their consent. it is no exaggeration to say that the
councils and committees served as the main instnnnents of the
popular struggle that brought down the Shah. They provided
the basic organization for a total general strike: organised
communications within the country while all radio. TV, and
newspapers were shut down: organized the food supply and
distribution of medicine. transforming public buildings and
hotels into hospitals. Me-shed was run by this form oi organi-
zation for more than two weeks.

Once II1 power, the Islamic government had little diffi-
culty in either dissolving or taking over the district commit-
tees. Already during the struggle national coordination had

been provided by the network of mullahs. with their own
political organization and aims. This was all the easier as the
left had neither to offer. lnaddition. the religious structure had
the advantages of a national symbol—l(homeini—something
of importance in a backward country.

On the other hand, many workers’ councils tand even
occasional employees‘ councilsl. many of whom witnessed the
open collaboration of the newly established power apparatus
with the factory owners. put up resistance. As late as the end
of May 1979 Barargan was complaining of a certain factory
committee's refusal to give up control over the plant. Kho-
meini has also made such complaints. In addition. many of the
soldiers‘ councils which emerged toward the end of the strug-
gle against the Shah. remain in opposition to the (tflguiflg ne-
establishment of the military hierarchy.

We do not mean to contribute to a myth of "Iranian
workers councils." The organizations iusr briefly described
did not represent an attempt to organize Workiny,-class power
over society. What autonomous proletarian interests they did
represent remained subordinated to the limited and even reac-
tionary elements of the Iranian revolt. Nevertheless they bear
witness to an important phenomenon. in Iran, a highly reli-
gious Islamic country. the working class played a key role in a
popular movement of rebellion with a six-month |.:et'u~ral
strike, organized in the absence of trade unions and powerful
left parties, with a continuously high level of mass action and
organization. This was made possible. as in revolutionary
movements in more capitalistically developed countries. ht-
the formation of worker~s' committees and councils. confirm-
ing once again that this is a "natural" organizational form tor-
worl-ters' struggle. Despite the limited content of their strug-
gles, this lortn links the experience of the Iranian workers to
the history of working-class movements, It is an experience
which will gain new meaning when the struggle resumes on a
new. more truly revolutionary basis.

The following translation of a leaflet issued by such a
factory council may give some idea of the conceptions and
activities of the workers in struggle—thc most unknown ele-
ment ot the Iranian revolt. and the most significant for the
future. V

Bninrlt l/|.t|'i|||r.tm'

Pr'oclumutiim of the Employees of the Nmumi Fur-
torios and Alwuz Pipe I NFA Pl
We Sulute the Martyrs of Peoples Frmsilomf

The NFAP was established about nine y_ears ago by Iran-
ian and English capitalists at Kilometer 10 on the Ahvaz-
Khoramshar road. An initial capital investment of 50 million
tumans labout $7 million] has gradually about tripled. More
than 900 of the 1200 personnel are workers. The principal
stockholder lowning nearly 50 percentl is the Pahlevi Founda-
tion. i.e.. the former Shah. Minority investors include the
Bank ofTo-esiah iDevelopmentl. a British bank. and a number
of Iranian capitalists. The factory produces six-inch-diameter
light pipes and cables of different sizes. Until now, the firms
two main oft'ices— one in Teheran, the other in England—have
generally administered the factories and made all the maior
decisions.

The management's old British-style policy of concentrat-
ing production control in the hands ot a Sl'lL'('l few has
impeded the division of labor and in effect incurred an ever
greater technological and oconnmic dependence. This practice,
coupled with that of appointing tuntil three years agol only
British presidents. has not only heavily damaged factory inde-
pendence, but also resulted in enormous repression at all levels
of the factory. All strikes and grievances were severely put
down; activists were promptly fined and fired: several of their
homes were set on fire; and some were beaten by thugs and
Sent to SAVAK.

To completely abolish the despotic system of the regimes
'5°""-‘PL W°"ld"l“ll'lttI‘Y- I-l'?Pt‘t‘lCl€flt Capitalists. the lranian



nation's bloody revolution had to cleanse the environment of
agents of the former regime. including those who ordained
oppression in the factory with the support of the regime's
security forces. For this purpose, on the Zflth Bahman 57 I18
February 1979] the factory employees decided to enact, to the
best of their ability. self-rule over the fruits of their labor-
power. that unique capital of laborers. The employees then
gathered in front of the central factory buildings and elected
Eight people (four staff and fou.r workers) to form a Transi-
tional Revolutionary Committee. Having delegated them due
authority. the employees resumed work that very day.

While declaring solidarity with the guidelines of the lran-
lan Revolution’; leader. Ayatollah Khomeini, the Transitional
Revolutionary Committee at its first assembly resolved that:

I. Work would resume as before; '
Z. Managers tied t0 the former regime and responsible for

repression would be dismissed immediately;
3. The employees themselves would administer the fac-

tories:
4. Foreigners would be expelled;
5. All those previously fired from the factories could

return to their iobs.
That evening the employees’ assembly approved all these pro-
posals and return-ed to work. Confronted with their employ-
ees‘ determination. the management tried to invert facts inth...... .,,. . ...

lutionary Committee of the town of Ahvaz. They began to
spread poison among the employees. To counter these anti-
human actions, which were creating factions among the
employees and could have stopped production, the employees
of each part of the factory sent direct representatives to the
district assemblies. Known as the internal Workshop Commit-
tee, these 25 representatives set guidelines for the Transitional
Revolutionary Committee, which eventually brought the
firing of the most important pawns of the former regime and
increased executive power for the employees. At present the
committees have a two-to-one ratio of workers to staff. The
workers‘ majority ‘andtheir position on decisive resolutions
have led to the success of the Transitional Committee. Of
course the job is not yet completed, but this course will con-
tinue because decision-malcing has essentially passed into our
hands. Having demonstrated our determination. we are sure
we will be able to run the factory in the near future.

We ask all freedom fighters to help and support us finan-
cially, spiritually, and publicly so that our human objectives
may become a lesson for other. workers.

All power to the councils in factories, offices, districts,
rural areas a.nd cities!

Toward the establishment of unions and workers’ polit-
ical organizations! l

IVFAP Employees
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CHINESE ROADS TO
STATE CAPITALISM:

Stalinism and Bukharinism in
China's Industrial Revolution

Ten years ago, Westem Maoists returned from Peking
bursting with stories of daily lite in revolutionary China.
lnsicle the People's Republic, a second Chinese revolution was
going on; ordinary peasants and workers were participating
fully in making all of the decisions that affected their lives;
women were rapidly advancing towards equality with men;
leaders were no longer permitted to raise themselves above the
masses and become a new ruling elite. in short, China was the
first socialist country to solve the problem of post-revolw
tionary bureaucratization: such was the message delivered to
us by dozens of travelers who had seen a luture that workc-d.'
That was a decade ago; today, the iourney to the East is being
made by another band of pilgrims inspired by an entirely dil-
ferent vision. Now it is the top executives of Western corpora-
[ions-everyone lT0l‘n Pierre Cardin to David Rocl<eleller—
who are crowding the hotels of Beijing; and, what they are
searching for is not a new social order but the fabled China
Market. (That capitalists have pursued this mirage tor a cen-
tury or more is, by the way. one of the eternal mysteries of the
inscrutable Occidental mind.)

China's new hospitality towards the potentates ol the
multinationals is only one oi the unpleasant surprises which
the current leadership has sprung on its loreign admirers. The
lirst shock was the purge and arrest of Mao's closest assu-
ciates. including his widow, liang Qing, barely a month after
his death. More recently, we have seen Deng Xiaoping attempt
to teach the Vietnamese bureaucracy a lesson it tailed to leam
from Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon. In between these
two incidents, a series of other disillusioning events took
place. such as China's scolding Iimmy Carter for letting the
Shah topple from the Peacock Throne. The meaning of these
events is gradually becoming a topic of debate within the
American Left. Has the new regime betrayed the Maoist ideals
of the Cultural Revolution and reverted to a "bourgeois" polit-
ical line? Or has there been no essential departure trom the
policies“ laid down by Mao ten years ago, but merely a rectifi-
cation ol certain “exce-sses"72

l do not propose here to choose a side in this polemic; far
from it. what I want to show in these pages is that the argu-
ment is irrelevant because both sides proceed on the basis ol
false premises about the nature of Maoism. The common
understanding on the Left of the political conflicts within the
Chinese Communist Party ICCPI is mistalcenz the "lelt-wing
way out of Stalinisrn,” which many see in Maoism. is a polit-
ical mirage. There is as little reason—or less—to regret the
defeat of the Maoist "Gang of Four" as there is to celebrate the

victory of the "number-two person in power following the
capitalist road" las Deng was known during the Cultural
Revolution}. To demonstrate the validity of these judgments
will require a close examination of Mao’; socioeconomic poli-
ciP5 and oi the struggle within the Party bureaucracy.

Mao vs. Stalin?

Over the last decade a new consensus on the nature of
Maoism and its relation tn Stalinism has emerged among West-
em China-watchers. During the early I950:-. the story goes,
the CCP uncritically imitated the Soviet political and econom-
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ic system, with the result that Chinese society became increas-
ingly hierarchical and authoritarian. Once Mao realized where
the Soviet path was leading China, he rebelled and set out to
find a new "Chinese road to socialism," more consistent with
radical principles of egalitarianisrn and mass participation in
decision-making. Mao devoted the last twenty years of his life
to the struggle —against stubbom opposition from a conserva-
tive Party bureaucracy intent on retaining its power and privi-
leges-—to subordinate China's economic development to
socialist values of equality and democracy.

Stalinist economic theory had insisted that nationaliza-
tion plus economic growth would automatically lead to a
classless society: no need to be conoemed, then, if in the mean-
time gross inequalities persisted; if all decisions were made by
a handful of bureaucrats, with no mass participation; if the
countryside were drained of resources to support urban indus-
trialization. But all of these phenomena were unacceptable to
Mao, and he reacted strongly against their appearance in
China during its First Five—Year Plan IFYPI. The transition to
communism, he insisted, must begin without delay; it must
not be put off till the indefinite f-uture on the grounds that the
material preconditions were lacking. To meet this goal he
devised a new approach to the problems of economic growth.
The peasants would not be left to stagnate while cities flour-
ished at their expense; rural industry would be developed
along with its urban counterpart, and at an even faster rate, so
that the gap between town and country would narrow and
eventually disappear. The incomes of the bureaucrats would
not be permitted to grow. and they would be encouraged to
restrict their consumption and required to participate in physi-
cal labor alongside the workers and peasants. so as not to
become separated from the masses. The masses would be
drawn into the decision-making processes in factories and vil-
lages. The health and education systems would be redesigned
to provide services for everyone. not just for the privileged
few. The arts would fours on the lives of workers and peasants
and their struggle to become better socialists, rather than
glamorizing the ruling classes, old or new. Step by step, the
class distinctions which still survived under socialism would be
reduced and ultimately abolished: so Maoist economics is
usua.lly presented.’

Thus Maoism represents a total break with the economic
and political doctrines of Stalinism: this view has become part
of the conventional wisdom of current China scholarship. and
is shared by writers of almost évery political position. To be
sure, there are differences of interpretation or emphasis;
radical scholars, for example, describe Mao as the leader of a
coalition of workers and poor peasants in a "class struggle"
against the would-be new ruling—class and its allies, while lib-
eral academir: portray him as a visionary. a man in revolt
against the canons of Weberian bureaucratic rationality, striv-
ing futilely to keep the spirit of revolution alive. Although lib-
erals and radicals disapee on the feasibility of Mao's goal, and
whether it was shared by the rnaiority or imposed from above.
there is no disagreement over the nature of his goal: to imme-
diately begin the transition to communist social relations.

It is this consensus which I would like to call into ques-
tion. China's political struggle of the last twenty-five years
should not be seen as a confrontation between a Stalinist
orthodoxy which dictates economic development at any cost
and a Maoist alternative which places human values above
economics. Rather. the split within the Chinese ruling class has

centered on a more mundane topic, the optimal rate of eco-
nomic growth, and has juxtaposed two conflicting develop-
ment strategies—one. advocated by Mao Zedong, being fast
but risky; the other, proposed by "Capitalist-readers" like
Deng Xiaoping, slower but more dependable. No one would
deny that "moderates" like Deng have been primarily con-
cerned -with economic growth; l will try to show that the same
is true of the Maoist faction, despite its facade of populist and
egalitarian rhetoric. Furthermore, l will argue, it was not Mao
who renounced Stalin's economic priorities, but his oppo-
nents; Mao wanted to retain the essential features of the Stalin-
ist development program. rnalcing only such changes as were
needed to adapt the Soviet model to Chinese economic reali-
ties. ln order to demonstrate this, it will be necessary to return
to the origins of the "struggle between the two lines" in the
1950s. forit was H-ten that the economic battle lines between
"left" and "right" were drawn. The bull: of this article will
recount. in some detail. the emergence of the conflict during
the 1950s: l will then attempt, more briefly. to show that the
same issues continued to be the focus of debate in the 19605
and 19705. But first we must clarify the meaning of the key
term, "Stalinist development strategy." so as to avoid certain
confusions which have become endemic to recent China
scholarship.

The Stalinist Development Strategy

Throughout these pages, l will be using such terms as
"Stalinist model" and "Stalinist development strategy" in a
very specific and restricted sense. referring to the set of inter-
related policies applied during the USSR‘s First Five-Year Plan.
The later Five-Year Plans have, of course. much in common
with the first, but it was the economic program of 1929-32
which embodied the principles of Stalinist economics in their
purest form. The following decades saw a gradual drift away
from the pure Stalinist model, in a direction which might be
called (the term will be explained presently) Bulcharinist. It is
customary, at least in writing about China, to include the
entire history of Soviet economic policy under the ntbric of
"the Soviet model." a term used interchangeably with "Stalin-
ist model." Although this broader definition is perfectly appro-
priate lor most purposes, the failure to differentiate between
variations of Soviet economics has contributed (as will become
clear in due course} to the general confusion about the rela-
tionship between Maoism and Stalinism.

Stalin's First Five-Year Plan was, in a phrase, a crash
industrialization program.‘ All efforts were concentrated on a
single goal: the highest possible rate of growth of heavy indus-
try. The State look control of the entire urban r:C0nnl1'l)', and
scarce resources were channeled into the priority sectors. at
the expense of consumer goods industries; centralized planning
was introduced and expanded precisely to ensure the "correct"
distribution of resources. as marltet forces would otherwise
dictate investment in the higher-profit consumer sector. At-
tempts were periodically made to raise labor productivity by
speed-ups and forced overtime, with disastrous consequences
for workers’ health and safety. While production quotas were
raised through "socialist emulation," living standards were on
the decline as consumer industries were starved of investment.
Police informers in the factories recorded the workers‘
response to this intensified exploitation: "Socialist competition
is a new yoke on the necl: of the workers. They want to drive
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the half-dead worker to the grave before his time.”
Agriculture made a major contribution to the growth of

heavy industry; the countryside provided a pool of cheap
labor, which could be transferred -to the cities as needed, and
the peasants’ labor provided food and raw materials for the
consumer industries, which provisioned the growing urban
workforce. as well as agricultural exports. which were ex-
changed for Western capital goods. To give the peasants some-
thing in return. more consumer goods or agricultural tools,
would have drawn resources away from heavy industry: thus.
the agricultural surplus product was extracted without offering
anything in exchange. Forced "collect1'vization,"” which
amounted to a war waged by the ruling class against the peas-
antry, gave the State control over the peasants’ land and labor-
power. making it possible to extract the agricultural surplus
relatively efficiently. One ettect of this policy—which, as we
will see, made the Stalinist model unworkable in China-was
a long-term stagnation of agricultural output. for the peasants
had little incentive to produce more.

These are the main features of the Stalinist strategy. in the
late 19205 the “Bolshevik Right," led by Nikolai Bulcharin.
charted a different path to industrialization.’ Their main disa-
greement with the "Left" was over agricultural policy. Remem-
bering the i920-21 rural uprisings that had been provoked by
wartime grain requisitioning, Bukharin feared that a renewed
assault on the peasants would drive them to rebel again. ln-
stead, they should be persuaded to hand over their crop sur-
pluses by offering them larm tools and consumer goods in
exchange. Industry should therefore be oriented towards serv-
ing the needs of agriculture. Heavy industryfs growth would
necessarily be slower in the short run. but it would eventually
benefit from the larger -urp‘lusc-s crca ted by agricultural invest.
ment. in this strategy. the flow or resources from-country to
city would be maintained tby taxation and by manipulation of
the ratio l)t'ltHB?l'\ the prices of industrial and agricultural
goods). but at a slower pace. so as not to antagonize the peas-
ants. Compulsory collectivization was ruled out. Since invest-
ment would not be forced into heavy industry. there would be
no need to immediately substitute planning tor the market:
instead of subsidizing heavy industry. all State industry would
be required to operate at a profit.

The-se are the poles between which state-capitalist eco-
nomic policy oscillates: when the bureaucracy becomes disil-
lusioned with the extreme form of the Stalinist model, it has
nowhere to go but to the "Right, " that is. lr\wat‘d5 the Bukhar-
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inlst model. Nikolai Bukharin is thus the patron saint of all
state-capitalist "economic reformers," even if they do not
always remember to light a candle at his altar. Examples of
pure Stalinist economics are rare: the USSR during the First
FYP; most of Eastern Europe in the early Cold War years;
China in 1053-5-it and again during the Great Leap Forward.
Yugoslavia has moved the farthest in the other direction. but it
is not entirely alone: to one degree or another, concessions to
the Bukharinist strategy lor, as it is more often known. "mar-
ket socialism") are the general rule. in the People's Republic.
Bukharinist tendencies were kept in check by Mao. but have
flourished since his death.

"Learn from the Soviet Union"

By maximizing the rate of exploitation and concentrating
all resources on a single goal, Stalin's crash industrialization
program did succeed in achieving that goal: heavy industry
advanced rapidly. Steel production, for example. increased by
48 percent during the tirst plan; oil. by 83 percent. It was this
success story which the Chinese were to try to emulate in their
own First Five-Year Plan. begun in I953. However. China
adopted the Stalinist development model at_a time when it was
already beginning to come into question throughout the state-
capitalist bloc. including the Soviet Union itself. Stalin's death
in March 1953 made it possible to criticize his economics: by
September. Khrushchev had described in the pages of Pnnulu
the failure of Soviet agriculture under Stalin: grain output. he
revealed. had increased by only IO percent since 1940. and
there were fewer livestock than there had been forty years
before. Malenltov proposed an economic "New Course."
which would increase investment in light industry and agricul-
ture. Throughout Eastern Europe, the Stalinist pattern ol crash
industrialization, which had been applied from 1949 to I953.
was being reconsidered.” The CCP leaders were not insulated
from Soviet and Eastern European influences; their readiness
to back down from the classic Stalinist model when it foun-
dered in China was no doubt encouraged by the "rightward"
trend within the bloc.

lt was on the "industrial lront" that the People's Republic
most closely followed the Stalinist line. $tate investment was,
if anything, even more heavily concentrated in industry. with
other sectors, such as agriculture and housing, receiving an
even smaller share of the pie.“ The Soviet practice of setting
targets too high to be met was also followed: the yearly plan
for 1953 called for a 2.5.6 percent rise in industrial output, to be
achieved mostly through a to percent increase in labor produc-
tivity: but. despite a nationwide speed-up drive. these targets
could not be met.“ Speed-ups occurred in the first half of the
year in both 1953 and 1954: their impact on the workers was
occasionally disclosed by the Party press. The Peoples Daily
acknowledged that industrial accidents were up in the lirst hall
of 1953. The following year, a report from Shanghai said that.
"ln transport departments, many accidents have been caused
as a result of overburdening the workers. The carrying of
excessively heavy loads has caused the workers to vomit
blood. to complain of aching bones. to suffer injuries from
falls, and to hurt their spines." Early in 1955, when the Stalin-
ist model was under attack, the head of the “Trade Unions"
declared, "There has been no limit to the prolongation of
working hours: individual workers have worked continuously



for 72. hours through additional shifts and working hours. . . .
There are quite a few cases in which, owing to exhaustion.
workers have fainted. vomitted blood. or even died-"H

Along with the speed-ups went an intensification of
repression directed against the workers. The official press
mourned a campaign to tighten labor discipline in the spring of
1953. Workers were denounced for such crimes as Skipping
work to go to the movies, or to work for private capitalists
who paid higher wages than the State. "In the Shanghai Elec-
tric Bulb Factory." one typical attack ran, "where the working
hours terminate at 5 PM, many Workers go to the toilet room
at around 4:50 PM to wash their hands and get ready to leave.

. . The workers cat candies and watermelon seeds, talk and
laugh lust as if they are attending a tea party.“ '1 The next year.
the campaign was resumed: a labor discpline code, copied
directly from Stalin. was introduced. and special tribunals
were set up in the industrial districts and along the railroad
lines to try "saboteurs.""'l The consequences of these discipline
campaigns were described—-again. in l955—in an editorial in
the Beijing Workers Daily; ll

Inadequate business rrlanagement. low productivity. and
failure to complete the production plans are all blamed on
the workers and ascribed to their breach ot labor discipline.

-. . The management ot some enterprtses often shit! the
N35-])0I\.\'lbillI)' for iniury and accidents to the w:\rkcrs..
For irtstartcv. the grinder on the "chlorine trough" in Work-
shop 52 ol the Shenyang Chemical Works has nu safety
equipment. The workers had point:-il this out but the work-
shop look no action. with the result that an accident oc-
curred where a worker had his lingers cut. Analyling the
causes tor the accident. the man in charge of the workshop
put it "carelessness on the part oi work:-rs.". _ -The worker
who had lost his fingers was lined one months bonus and
made to criticize himself before the public. ln other in-
stances. when a serious loss has resulted to an enterprise
due to an accident. the worker responsible is sent to the
peopkscountobepunhhedasacflnnnaL

The author of this editorial was attacked during Mao's Great
Leap Forward as a "bourgeois rightist"; this and other exam-
ples of muckraking were among the "crimes" against the prole-
tariat for which he was condemned.

In agriculture, the Stalinist path was followed much more
hesitantly and cautiously.“ As originally envisioned, collec-
tivizat-ion was to take place in three stages, spread out over a
period of about fifteen years. The process would begin with
the formation of mutual aid teams—each composed of five to
twenty households-— which would systematize and extend the
traditional pooling of labor, tools, and animals without mak-
ing any changes in property relations. In the second stage. sev-
eral teams would be united in a cooperative. in which work
would be organized collectively but the peasants would retain
title to their land. and would be paid partly according to the
amount and quality of the land they contributed. Finally. the
cooperatives were to be amalgamated into collectives-—each
the size of _a large village, or about a hundred families-—in
which land, large tools, and draft animals would be owned "in
common" and payment would depend solely on labor.

By the middle of 1952, some 40 percent of peasant h0u5Q-
l"l0ldS.'l'l'lO5i of them in the "early liberated areas" of North and
Northeast China, had ioined mutual aid teams; only a handful
(9-1 Pf"-‘full were in cooperatives. The first serious attempt to
organize cooperatives occurred in the spring of 1953 (roughly

coinciding with that year's industrial speed-upl. and W85 Pl‘!-
ceded by a purge of around 10 percent of the rural cadres. This
mini-collectivization drive reached its peak in March. and Wis
then reversed: 29 percent of the cooperatives were disbanded.
and the cadres were criticized for the "brutal measures" they
had used in forcing the peasants to sign up. While the number
of cooperatives doubled, it still remained insignificant, Al-
though this first experiment was not very successful. the
imperatives of rapid industrialization demanded that the
bureaucracy gain more control over agriculture. all the more
so when a new trade agreement withthe USSR, requiring more
agricultural exports, was signed in the fall.

Since the peasants had proven unwilling to hand over
their produce to the State at below-market prices. a new law
was enacted in November 1953: henceforth, all 8'35"
would be bought at prices set by the State. "If socialism does
not occupy the rural front line thencapitalismwill." Mao de-
clared. and there was a new push to organize the peasants. By
mid-195-1. some 60 percent were organized. but still mostly in
mutual—:tid teams; only 2 percent belonged to cooperatives.
From fall 1954 to spring 1955. the campaign was resumed. and
the proportion of rural households in cooperatives increased
to 14 percent. The number of collectives was miniscule. There
was al wa to 0 to full collectivization or ' med.
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The Stalinist model in crisis

Difficulties with the First Five-Year Plan arose imme-
diately. The industrial speed-ups necessary to meet over-arnhi-
liot.tS targets led not only to more accidents. but also to more
breakdowns of expensive machinery and a general deteriora-
tion of product quality, to the point that much of the increased
output was unusable. Concentrating investment in capital-
intensive heavy industry provided few new jobs. and thus
offered little hope to the millions of urban unemployed. Short-
ages of food and consumer goods and wretched housing condi-
tions added to the demoralization of the urban workforce.
Even more serious were the rural problems. Manv peasants
were unhappy about being forced into cooperatiyesz‘ lheil
responded by killing off draft animals and pigs, breaking
tools, and refusing to obey work orders.“ Peasant resistance
was not as widespread as in Stalin's collectivization drives."
but it was serious enough to make the Party think twice about
pushing the peasants too hard: 'With the introduction of com-
pulsory grain purchases, the surplus product extracted from
the countryside was at once increased sharply-and this



despite poor harvests in 1953-5-t—leaving some peasants with
barely enough to eat. The high procurement quotas set off a
panic in the countryside in 1954-55; peasants concealed grain
from the authorities, besieged them with complaints and de-
mands for a return of the surpluses already handed Ln. and fled
to the cities in droves; rural Party cadres often participated in
these activities or looked the other way."

Similar difficulties at the start of the USSR‘:-. First Plan had
not forced Stalin into any major reconsideration of his devel-
opment program; in fact, he had insisted on stepping up the
pane of industrialization and completing the Five-Year Plan in
four years. But the CCP faced still another problem, one
which could not be ignored: the increase in output expected to
result from more rational and efficient organization of agricul-
tural labor did not materialize. While industry was forging
ahead, agriculture fell short of the Plan targets. and in fact
barely kept pace with population growth. Since the country-
side provided 90 percent of the raw materials for light industry
and 75 percent of the exports exchanged for foreign capital
goods, the agricultural lag had an immediate effect on indus-
try.” After the excellent harvest of 1952, industry's growth
rate in the following year was 30 percent. but with the poor
harvests of 1953 and 1954, industrial growth fell to 16 percent
in 19$-land 6 percent in 1955.1” No such dependence of indus-
trial growth on agricultural fluctuations occurred in the Soviet
Union: on the contrary, while tot-al agricultural production fell
by 25 to 30 percent over the course of the First Five-Year Plan,
State procurements more than doubled, allowing industry to
expand steadily.“

Unlike the Soviet Union. the People's Republic was
unable to consistently extract an agricultural surplus large
enough to maintain rapid industrial growth. The reason lay in
a fundamental difference between the China of the 19505 and
the Russia of the 19205, a difference which was to make the
Stalinist model unworkable in China. ln the Soviet Union. it
was possible to offset a poor harvest by decreasing the peas-
ants’ consumption; State procurements did not have to be
lowered. But China's peasants lived too close to 5|.1b5istE'I'lCe
level to permit any cut in living standards: China's per capita
grain production in 1952 was not quite 60 percent of the
USSR's in 1928.” Not only was China's potential agricultural
surplus so small that a bad harvest could virtually wipe it out,
but also any attempt to preserve the surplus at the expense of
consumption would Icourt disaster. To persist in squeezing
grain out of the peasants after a crop failure would drive them
to the wall, and they would retaliate by slaughtering draft ani-
mals and destroying tools. which in tum would I-urther reduce
production in the following years. This meant that a funda-
mental departure from Stalinist orthodoxy was essential.
While the Soviet bureaucracy could afford to let total farm
output stagnate. since it could in any case lay its hands on a
sizable surplus. in China an increase in total output was neces-
sary to guarantee a reliable surplus. A purely extractive,
Stalinist approach was thus not ieasible.

With the Five-Year Plan in trouble after only two years,
the CCP had to begin to recognize that a quick push for heavy
industry was impractical. ln fact, opposition to the Plan's
basic strategy had already been voiced in I953. when unnamed
critics were officially quoted as demanding more investment in
light industry and agriculture and a rise in living standards.”
By early 1955. it seems thatmost of the top bureaucrats had
come to accept the (essentially Bukharinisll logic of the critics’

position. ln the vanguard in developing a new policy wm a
group of economic experts within the Party, Chen Yun being a
notable example, but the turn to the apparently
enjoyed wide support at the highest level of the apparatus. As
a result. there was a general retreat from the Stalinist line of
195554.

The collectivization drive which had started in the fall of
1954 was halted, about 3 percent of the cooperatives were
allowed to dissolve. and the rural cadres were again criticized
for their use of economic pressure ti.e., raising the taxes of
those who refused to join co-ops) or physical coercion. In the
future, it was stressed, collectiviution would be purely volun-
tary, and a low rate of formation of co-ops was projected for
1955. The burden of State procurement quotas was lightened,
and the peasants were promised that there would be no
increase in quotas for three years. The terms of trade were to
be somewhat less unfavorable to the countryside lrl industry.
the speed-ups were denounced as “guerilla methods." inapplic-
able to modern industry; trade union cadres were criticized for
having shown a lack of concern for the welfare of the workers.
Light industry was to receive a greater share of investment,
providing more consumer goods for workers and peasants.
The policy of social peace was even extended to the capitalists:
fearing a capital strike provoked by rumors of imminent
nationalization, the Party relaxed its control over business
transactions, returned a few shops that had been nationalized
in 1954-55 to their original owners, and reassured capitalists
that they would continue to play a major role in the econ-
omy.“

lt is not clear how far China's Bulcharinists had progressed
in working out the particulars of a long-run solution to the
main problem: the unreliability of the agricultural surplus.
Investment in agriculture was part of their program, but what
kind of investment? Tractors were clearly not the answer: they
could not yet be produced in the required numbers, and the
available models were not suited to most of China's agricul-
ture. ln the event the'fR'ight"was not in a position to work out
a full solution in practice until the early 19605; but the general
direction to be taken must already have been obvious in 1956:
increased application of fertilizers, expansion of the amount of
land under irrigation, etc. Wheflter the Party would have been
willing, in the mid-19505 to accept the large shift of investment
funds required to make such a program work will never be
known; but, in the long run they were to have little choice.
Meanwhile. Mao thought he had a better idea.

Mao's neo-Stalinist alternative

The most obvious drawback of the slow—g,rowth strategy.
from the point of view of the bureaucracy. was that it implied
a long period of dependence on Soviet economic aid; if the
emphasis was to be shifted to light industry and agriculture,
the building of an independent heavy-industrial base would
have to be delayed and capital goods would have to be im-
ported for years to come. The Russians would certainly try to
parlay their economic leverage into political control. This
prospect could not have been pleasing to Mao. who had once
told Edgar Snow, "We are certainly not fightingfor an emanci-
pated China in order to tum the country over to Moscow?”
ln addition, the Bukharinist strategy would postpone the day
when China would ioin the front ranks of world powers, and



this must have been equally displeasing to Mao, who repeated-
ly stated that, "We must. . .build our country up into a power-
ful modern socialist state" and "We shall catch up with Britain
in fifteen years."’° Such nationalistic sentiments were, I would
argue, the most important motive behind Mao's search for a
developmental model that would salvage the prospect of rapid
modemization. Three aspects of Mao's program will be exam-
ined here; its continuities with the original Stalinist model; its
solution to the problem of the agricultural surplus: and its
“egalitarianism."

(1) At the core of the Maoist program was the very same
set of policies that were enacted in Stalin's First Five-Year Plan:
immediate nationalization, industrial speed-up drives, collec-
tivization of the peasants. general austerity. And these mea-
sures had the same overriding goal as in Stalin's program. the
fastest possible development of heavy industry.

This point needs to be underlined: its full significance has
not bften been grasped. Thus. one noted scholar can write that
"the Great Leap Forward marks the triumph of the Maoist
approach over Soviet models," even though he recognizes that
the Leap "docs not mark a decisive break with one of the main
features of the Stalinist model. . . .There was to be no diversion
of investment inputs from the heavy industrial sector.” This
statement does not do justice to the continuities between
Stalinist and Maoist economics: for. the exclusive focus on
heavy industry, which Mao borrowed from the Soviet First
Five-Year l‘lan, entailed more than merely “a Stalinist concep-
tion of capital allocation."F It also entailed a wide range of
corollaries which touched the lives of every social group, from
urban workers (the speed-ups} to the peasants (forced collec-
tivizationt.

A number of additional similarities between Stalin's first
plan and Mao's Great Leap Forward lC§I.Fl might be noted: for
instance, the continual raising of production quotas from the
attainable to the implausible to the impossible, coupled with
attacks (under the guise of "class struggle") on all those who
questioned the targets; the proliferation of military terminol-
ogy—the “production front." "battles" with nature, etc.—with
its emphasis on discpline and self-sacrifice: the insistence that
all art and literature must serve to indoctrinate the workers
and peasants in this ethic of military discipline and self-immo-
lation: and the use of a rhetoric of mass participation to dis-
guise increased exploitation. This last is worthy of particular
consideration, for Western Maoists claim that workers' parti-
cipation in management was one of the points on which Mao
departed from Stalinist orthodoxy. Yet, participatory rhetoric
was just as much a part of Stalin's economics as of Mao's.
Stalin's speed-ups were always officially described as products
of the workers‘ spontaneous demands. We do not need to turn
bark to the Soviet propaganda of the 1930s to see this; con-
temporary Stalinists continue to make the same claim. Thus
we-hear that Stakhanovisrn "arose from the initiatives of indi-
vidual workers themselves... .What in other countrie-5 has
generally been devised by functional foremen and efficiency
experts, often in the teeth of relentless hostility from ordinary
Workers. was now being initiated by workers tl'|emselves."n
Another eulogist of Stalin's Russia speaks of "the participation
of workers in criticizing the five-year plan and drawing up
revised plans of their own."’° ln practice, talk of “mobilizing
the masses" and “relying upon the creativity of the masses" has
always signified a Stalinist-style crash industrialization. in
China as much as in the Soviet Union and Eastem Europe.

Pro-Maoist scholars point to the fact that Mao was a
severe critic of Soviet economirs, including Stalin's own writ-
ings.” What they overlook is that Mao's attacks were leveled
at the (post—Stalinistl Soviet economic orthodoxy of the 1950s,
and at Stalin only insofar as he moved away from the pure
Stalinist model in his later writings. Mao's references to the
Soviet First Five-Year Plan, though infrequent, are invariably
favorable: "At that time [1928] Stalin had nothing else to rely
upon except the masses. so he demanded all-out mobilization
of the party and the masses. Afterward, when they had real-
ized some gains this way, they became less reliant on the
masses."'l' Mao's reproach to Stalin was, it seems. that he
stopped being a good Stalinist. Nor was Mao too hard on
China's economic planners for their emulation of the Stalinist
model in their own First Five-Year Plan; in fact, he stated that
the first plan, though it "lacked creativity,“ was "basically cor-
rect?” It was only when the planners questioned the cardinal
Stalinist principle of priority to heavy industry that Mao
balked. lf many writers have missed the essential point—that
Mao rejected the Soviet economic orthodoxy of the 19.505 only
in order to revive an earlier, and more repressive, Stalinist
orthodoxy—this is at least partly because they fail to distin-
guish between variations of the Soviet model, and therefore
assume that the rejection of one particular variant is equiva-
lent to discarding Soviet economics as a whole.

(2) As we have seen, the fundamental weakness of the
Chinese economy was agricultures inability to consistently
provide an adequate surplus product, which caused, industrial
growth to fluctuate from year to year and made long-term
planning impossible. The precondition for steady and rapid
industrial growth was. thus an increase in farm production.
The appropriate technical measures to be applied were fairly
clear: wider irrigation and improved flood con trol, more ferti-
lizers, some kind of mechanization. etc. Up to this point.
China's "Left" and "Right" could agree. The disagreement
arose over the question of how to reach the common goal.

The "rightist" approach—which did not fully emerge until
the early 1960s-was to increase the share of central invest-
ment in agriculture. producing chemical fertilizers and pesti-
cides. small pumps to mechanize irrigation, and other small
machines such as garden tractors.” Obviously,'investment
would have to be diverted from heavy industry; moreover, the
program could not be expected to accomplish any dramatic
results in the immediate future. and therefore implied a
lengthy delay in the industrial take-off. Mao's "Left" refused to
accept any such postponement; they insisted that a plentiful
agricultural surplus could be created almost overnight, and
without a major diversion of central investment into agricul—
ture.“ Thus the basic principles of Stalinist crash moderniza-
tion need not be discarded.

The key assumption of Mao's mral development program
was that the technical transformation of agriculture could be
achievcd—at little or no cost to the State—by mobilizing un-
and underemployed labor and economically marginal natural
resources which would otherwise be unutilized. Large-stale
labor mobilization protects were one pillar of the Maoist Pf0-
gram: vast labor armies would be put to work building irriga-
tion canals and dikes, collecting organic fertilizer, killing
rlilturill PESIS. etc. The second major motif in the "leftist" stra-
tegy was rural industrialization: small factories would be st!
up everywhere, financed by the local peasants; the best-
known example being the backyard iron and steel furnaces of
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1958. The-ae local plants would produce mainly agricultural
means of production. such as small tools and chemical fertiliz-
ers. it should be stressed that rural industrialization was not an
end in itself, inspired by a vision oi narrowing the gap between
country and city. so much as a means of avoiding the transler
of central investment away from heavy industry. A third cate-
gory oi Maoist policies included several reforms of agricultural
let:hnique. such as closer planting and deeper plowing, which
were universally popularized with little preliminary testing.
All ot these measures. taken together. were expected to pro-
duce tantastic increases in crop yields almost immediately.
Since Mao's rural program had to accomplish something Stalin
hadn't needed to do. namely to createa surplus product rather
than merely extract an already-existing one. it was necessary
to gain an even tighter control over the peasants labor-power
and means ol production than Stalin had attempted: this, and
nut an ideological vision oi communism. was the motive
behind the People's Communes.

(3! It is the third aspect oi the Maoist development stra-
tegy that has attracted the most attention trorn_.Western radi-
cals: its relative egalitarianism. On this point. Mao certainly.
departed significantly trom the Stalinist precedent; where
Stalin imposed austerity only on the masses. Mao wanted to
force the cadres to make sacrifices as well. Yet ltere, too. it can
be argued that Mao only altered the Stalinist model in order to
adapt it to the greater economic backwardrtess of China. The
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economic rationale of Mao's egalitarianism has in fact already
been elaborated in some detail-not by Mao's detractors. but
by his admirers. who aim to defend him against the charge oi
economic irrationality and utopianisrn-” It is olten pointed
out. by scholars sympathetic to Maoism. that restriction oi the
bureaucrat)/'5 consumption was necessary to prevent it from
becoming a drain on investment. And making the cadres par-
ticipate in physical labor served not only to ensure that they
helped to earn their keep. but also to allow them to supervise
the wurlceni and peasants more closely.“ Similarly, Mao's
educational retorms were aimed at slashing expenses on elite
universities and stressing vocational training geared to the
immediate needs ot industry. Even his rural health program
can be explained as intended “not only to relieve the hardship
ol chronic and almost universal bad health, but to minimize
the consequent inefficiencies so that the population Icouldi get
as much effective working energy as is possible out ol a rela-
tively low calorie intalce."” The Maoist emphasis on liberating
women by drawing them into the labor force, likewise, was a
corollary of the labor mobilization strategy. which required
the largest possible workforce.” Once it is realized that there
were practical economic reasons behind all oi these "egalitar-

policies. however. there is no longer any need to assume
that Mao was motivated by socialist values: thus. the defense
of his economic rationality undermines the image oi Mao as
humanistic refomter.



The mini-Leap Forward of 1955-56

As we have seen. the top Party bureaucrats had become
disillusioned with the Sralinist strategy by early 1955 and were
moving. at least provisionally, to the "right." Mao did not
accept their decision. After touring the provinces, presumably
to drum up support for his program, he called a conference of
provincial Party secretaries in luly and demanded that they
step up the rate of collectivlzation. By the time the Central
Committee met in October, he was able to present his col-
leagues with a fair flftflmplf: collectivization was well under
way. and without the disruptions they had feared. Mao fol-
lowed up this victory by proposing a Twelve-Year Agricul-
tural Program, which included a further acceleration of collec-
tivization and projected vast increases in output, to be
achieved through the labor-mobilization techniques described
above. The program was put into practice without waiting for
ratification from the Politburo. The rural cadres’ lack of
enthusiasm for collectivization was remedied by a campaign
isaififil "hidden COl.lIllErl'E'\_VOll.llflOI\ij’iE'$"; 3 new gategofy of

labor camp—to which suspects could be deported without the
formality of a trial—was created for the occasion. Late in the
year. a new speed-up drive was initiated in China's factories.
At the same time, the remnants of private industry were
nationalized and a massive investment drive was launcl1ed_‘l"'

Within months. the modified Stalinst program had run
into the am: problems as the orthodox Stalinist model. The
speed-ups had familiar results: poor quality products, machine
brealcdowrs, accidents. and worker unrest, Over--invest-rnent
gave rise to competition for scarce resources. and as usual it
was light industry which was sacrified. Furthermore, the State
bureaucracy had difficulties managing the factories which it
had taken over without adequate preparation. in the country-
side, the situation was no better. Many peasants, still resenting
being forced into collectives, resisted in the usual ways, They
had further grounds for complaint: Mao's rural development
plan increased their workload and lowered their living stan-
dards by cutting into the time available for family handicraft
production and cultivation of private plots. Perhaps the most
serious problem—one which was to arise on a much wider
scale in the Great Leap Forward—ref'lectcd a consistent flaw in
Mao's approach to niral development: new tools and tech-
niques were adopted indiscriminately. Perhaps the most noto-
rious example was the two-wheel. two-blade plow, one of
Mao's hobby-horses. Hundreds of thousands of the plows
were built in 1955-S6 and sold to peasants who sometimes had
to be forced to buy them. As it turned out, most of them had
to be scrapped because of technical difficulties; the plow; were
I00 heavy and Sank into the mud, there were not enough draft
irlimflls to pull them, etc. Errors of this sort. combined with
bad weather. produced a disappointing harvest in 1956.

Mao's crash industrialization program had to be aban-
doned. The speed-up drive was halted, wages were raised, and
workers were promised that the urban housing shortage would
be reiieved. The percentage of investment in light industry was
to be increased. Concessions were also made to the peasants:
private plots were restored where they had been taken away,
rural free markets were re-opened, and pricesfor some .33]-iqul.
tural goods were increased. Mao's Twelve-‘(ear Agricultural
Program was shelved. Many of the cadres who had opposed
collectivization were released from the camps and restored to
their posts, while those who had carried out the Leap-Forward
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program too enthusiastically were criticized for "command-
isrn_" At the Eighth Party Congress in September. the talk was
all of modest, realistic planning and balanced growth.

With his program i.n trouble, Mao wisely retreated—or
was forced to retreat. At a Politburo meeting in April, he
delivered a speech, "On the Ten Major Relationships." which
incorporated many of the proposals of the Bukharinists. This
speech has misled a number of scholars into concluding that
Mao was himself a Bukharinist, or at least a critic of the Soviet
heavy-industry-first strategy supposedly favored by his oppo-
nents.“ But as we have seen. it was not Mao. but his oppo-
nents, who first questioned the priority of heavy industry; and
Mao only adopted this position when his own policies had
failed and were under attack as "acl\renturist." This suggests
that Mao's April speech represented a public concession to his
0PP0M'I1l5.. not a statement of his own views. And in fact. it
has been recently disclosed that Mao did not write "On the
Ten Maior Relationships"; the main drafter was one of Mao's
Bukharinist critics.“ Only by ignoring these facts can one
make a case that the "Ten Maior Relationships" demonstrates
that Mao rejected the Stalinist development model; yet, this
speech is the most important piece of evidence for the claim
that Mao advocated a more consumer- and agriculture-
oriented development program. Clearly. the theory rests on a
shaky foundation.

The Impact of the Hundred Flowers Movement

For a few weeks in the spring of I957, at Mao's insistence
and against the will of most of the Politburo, open criticism of
the Party by non-members was permitted—indeed, de-
manded. In keeping with the standard interpretation of Mao as
an opponent of bureaucratic oppression, this episode is usually
seen as an attempt lo make the Party more responsive to popu-
lar sentiment. However. there is another way of looking at the
matter. ln 1956-57, Mao was somewhat under a cloud: his pol-
icies had been rejected and his personality cult was being
undermined (by, e.g., the removal of any reference to “Mace
Zedong Thought" from the Party Con5l'illJliOfl].u When out-
voted ‘in the Politburo, Mao often appealed to forces outside
the Party's inner circle; some-times—-in the case of the 1955-56
collectivization drive, for example—he looked to other ele-
ments of the Party bureaucracy for support; sometimes he
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sought allies outside the Party. the most spectacular case being
the Cultural Revolution. The Hundred Flowers Campaign can
ll‘? -‘"59" 35 Y1’? Rlwther of Mao's attempts to pressure his col-
leagues into accepting his policies by manipulating social
forces.

Perhaps, then, Mao hoped that it he encouraged people to
criticize the Party's arrogance and elitism. they would respond
by $\1PPW'll"8 hlfi W-‘0I'10miC Program. The appeals to spealc
out freely were particularly directed to the "bourgeois intelli-
gentsia," and Mao may have felt that their patriotic desire to
see China become a world power would lead them to back his
crash industrialization plan. If he had any such hopes, they
were unfounded. Popular criticism went beyond attacks on
individual cadres—which would have been acceptable—to
question basic Party policy and even the Party's right tp exer-
cise dictatorship. Not all ol the dissenters were conservatives
or liberals; some of the attacks on Party rule came from a left-
wing perspective. One student from a poor peasant back-
ground asserted that "a new class oppression" had emerged:
"As for the means of production, the main Party. Govern-
ment, and Army people, who hold power and represent a very
Small percentage of the people, ownfthem in common and
embellish this situation by calling it ‘common ownership by
the people.‘ M‘ The greatest ferment occurred on the cam-
PUSI5. but it was not only students who raised inexpedient
demands. Union functionaries, for example, called for the
right to organize unions free of Party control, and shop-floor
representatives complained that they were required to "uncon-
ditionally support the management." ll they objected to in-
creased quotas and lorced overtime. they would be accused of
such deviations as “syndicalism" and "economism." "Some
even accuse trade-union cadres of 'unprincipled compromise’
with the masses."“

Faced with vehement attlicks. including calls for the over-
throw of I'arty dictatorship. the CCP put a quick end to the
free speech movement and counterattacked with an "anti-
rightist" campaign. Apparently. Mao had suffered another set-
back; not only had he failed to garner support lor his econom-
ic proiects, but he had provoked the resentment of Party mem-
bers by forcing them to submit to outsiders‘ bitter denuncia-
tions. The Party. it seems, took a subtle revenge: quite a bit of
personal invective against Mao was published in the official
press, under the pretext of reporting the evil sayings of "bour-
geois rightists."“ Yet less than six months later, Mao was able

to revive his Leap-Forward policies of 1955-56 on a much
larger scale over the continuing opposition, or at least skep-
ticism, of a large part of the top Party leadership. How did
Mao transform apparent defeat into victory?

One factor in Mao's success was his manipulation of the
tensions between provincial and central Party bureaucrats.
The slowdown in growth, which the Bukharinists were pre-
pared to accept, would leave the more underdeveloped prov-
inces stranded in their backwardness for an indefinite period.
At the Eighth Party Congress, several provincial Party secre-
taries asked the central leadership for more industrial invest-
ment.“ It was Mao who answered their request, for one of the
provisions of the GLF was that each pmvime would have its
own heavy-industrial base.“ Those provincial Party bosses
who backed Mao's call for a new Leap Forward were rewarded
with promotions to the Central Committee in 1958.“

While support from the provinces was important to Mao,
the strongest impetus to the revival of his neo-Stalinist pro-
gram was no doubt the fact that the "right" turn of 1956-57
was not having the desired results." Despite concessions to the
agricultural producers, the performance of that key sector did
not improve. Rural cadres, under less pressure from above in
the last half of I956, set lower quotas for the collective fields
and reduced local investment. Mediocre weather also had its
eft-ect, and State grain procurements after the summer 1957
harvest fell short of the official quota.

Furthennore, even before the Hundred Flowers Move-
ment. the general relaxation of controls was threatening to get
out of hand. Thousands of peasants deserted the collectives in
late 1956. and not all could be persuaded to return; and those
who remained within the collective farm system often collab-
orated with the local cadres in undermining it- The officially-
sanctioned expansion of private plots also undercut the peas-
ants’ obligations to the State and reinforced their tendency to
devote more labor-time and apply more organic fertilizer to
their own land than to the collective fields. ln the cities, work-
ers reacted to the Party's vacillations of mid-1956 by staging
dozens of strikes in the latter part of the year and the first half
of 1957.5“ Thus workers and peasants responded to the Party’;
conciliatory gestures of I956-57, not by working harder to
achieve new economic successes, but rather by airing old
grievances and pushing for further concessions. Politically. as
well as economically. it seemed that the right t-um was leading
to a dead end. It is not surprising, then, that the Party was
amenable to being persuaded to change courses once more—
especially since the repressiveness of the Stalinist program
suited the bureauc-racy's defensive and retaliatory mood after
the Hundred Flowers. Furthermore, a good deal of China’:
social unrest was directly attributable to, economic stagnation;
in light. a crash program may have seemed the most plau-
sible way out of a potentially dangerous situation.

The Great Leap Forward

In response to the popular unrest revealed by the Hun-
dred Flowers. the poor performance of the economy in 1956-
57, and the threatened loss of control over the peasants, the
Party was already moving in a "leftist" (i.e., Stalinist] direc-
tion by the middle of 1957. After the summer harvest, a
"socialist education campaign" was launched; its aim in the
rural areas was to persuade the peasants to return to the collec-



tives and to spend more time working the collective fields.“
Opponents of collectivization—rich peasants and ex-land-
lords. according to official accounts-were punished as exam-
ples to the rest. Rural marlcets were closed down, in order to
discourage the peasants from private labor. ln the cities. the
rebellious mood of the workers and students was met by
repression. "Counter-Revolutionary Cases Involving Posting
of Reactionary Slogans Broken in Liaoning Province." ran a
typical headline of the period. One of the counterrevo|ution-
aries. a worker in an auto plflI‘Il,'“l’l3Cl on many occasions
scribbled reactionary slogans and distributed reactionary
handbills. On 18 and 20 April, he distributed in a streetcar
reactionary handbills slandering the leadership and inciting
workers to stage strikes." Another article described a group of
"undesirable characters" recently taken into custody; among
them were workers who “constantly violated labor discipline.
They absented themselves from work without giving reasons,
adopted the passive attitude of going slow with work, were
insubordinate to the leadership, refused to take up the work
assigned to them, and even went so far as to snap at the leader-
ship and to sabotage means of production and state proper-
ty."” This repression directed against even the slightest hint of
worker resistance is not easy to reconcile with the claim that
an "unprecedented experiment intworker control and partici-
pation in management swept over the nation" during the
GLF.”

lt was in this general atmosphere-a closing of Party
ranks against outside criticism. a tightening of control over the
masses~that the first clear signs of a return to the Maoist stra-
tegy appeared.“ A revised version of Mao's Twelve-Year
Agricultural Program was on the agenda at the fall Central
Committee meeting, and several of the slogans of the mini-
Leap Forward were heard again. "Socialist education" in the
countryside was intensified: now the main target was the
"rightist conservatism" of the lower-levelcadres, who had
complained that the Party was squeezing tob much grain out
of the peasants and driving them to rebel. Some 3 percent of
the basic-level cadres were purged. Hundreds of thousands of
urban bureaucrats--"conservatives" who doubted the wisdom
of the Party's tum to the "left"—were criticized and sent down
to work in factories and villages; they could redeem them-
selves by helping to strengthen the management of collectives
and factories.

Throughout this period. from the summer of 1957 to the
early fall of 1958, Mao was extremely active. touring the prov-
inces time and again. no doubt to canvass support for the GLF.
ln November. he went to Moscow in search of economic aid,
the last of China's Soviet credits having been exhausted; he
returned to Beiiing with empty pockets. It was clear that China
would have to develop solely through its own efforts; this may
have provided Mao with the clinching argument for mounting
a new crash-industrialization drive. At any rate, it was only
after Mao's return from Moscow that the Great Leap Forward
really got under way. Over the winter of 1957-58, tens of mil-
lions of peasants weredrafted into labor armies and put to
work, almost bare-handed. on irrigation and flood control
projects. fertilizer collection. pest control and land reclama-
tion. Many of these undertakings. requiring more laborers
than a single collective could spare, could only be organized
through the ioint efforts of several collectives: it was already
becoming evident that the Maoist development strategy would
require a higher level of col lectivization.

In industry, the Leap Forward was slower in starting. At
the turn of the year, an austerity program (a "rational low-
wage systern." in the official terminology) was introduced;
apprentices were especially hard hit. their wages being slashed
to subsistence level. In February 1958, production quotas were
raised; throughout the rest of the year. quotas were raised
again and again. Workshifts of 24 to 48 hours were rwt
uncommon. Workers were so enthusiastic about the CLF. it
was reported, that some refused to leave their factories for
days on end; they slept and took their meals in the workshops-
(Similar accounts were heard from the countryside; peasants
were sleeping in their fields. so as not to waste time traveling
between work and home.) The factory trials of "saboteurs“
and “rightist:-" continued, and the purges within the bureauc-
racy extended to include union functionaries who had been
too quick, in 1955 and 1057, to expose the impact of speed—ups
on workers.” The chairman of the State Economic Commis-
sion announced that safety inspectors should not take a “one-
sided" view in favor of safety at the expense of production.”

While the industrial Leap Forward was gathering momen-
tum. more elements of the Maoist agricultural program were
introduced. including the building of small factories and the
reform of techniques. such as closer planting. In lulyf/tugust.
Mao proposed the creation of a super-collective. the People's
Commune, which would give the State greater control over
the peasants‘ labor-power and means of production. As in
1955-56, the new upsurge of collectivization was initiated by
Mao and only ratified by the Politburo after the movement
was under way.

The outstanding feature of the communes was the vast
amount of labor they mobilized. Everyone worked longer and
harder. often to the point of exhaustion. Officials at the Corn-
mune level could draft peasants at will to work in factories or
labor-intensive proiects. With most of the men thus occupied.
women replaced them in the fields; public mess halls and nur-
series supplanted the women's traditional domestic labor. Pri-
vate plots and household production were abolished: all of the
peasants‘ labor-time was to be at the State's disposal. The
peasants were motivated to join the Communes. it has been
argued. by the offer of generous grain rations. made possible
by the excellent summer harvest. This sounds plausible
enough: but. if there was any such increase of rations. it must
have been very short-lived, for once the Communes were
established the emphasis shifted to austerity. Before the Leap
Forward, some 90 percent of each harvest was distributed
among the peasants. ln the Peoples Communes, the official
norm was 60 percent for consumption. 40 percent for reserves
and accumulation; and some Communes reported that they
had distributed only 30 percent to the peasants.” Even taking
account of the exceptional harvest of 1958 (25 percent above
the 1957 level, according to official statistics; ll percent
according to Westem economists}. it seems clear enough that
living standards must have declined for most peasants, though
some few may have gained from the general leveling of in-
comes. Maximiaation of the rate of exploitation of the peasan-
try was evidently the rursurr d'etre of the People's Communes.

Communization marked the high point of the Leap For-
ward: within a few months. the Party had already begun to
retreat. Provincial tours by top bureaucrats in November and
December revealed widespread peasant discontent over low
rations. too much worl: and the authoritarian methods of the



rural cadres. At year's end. there was a campaign to "tidy up"
the Communes. A Central Committee directive declared that
peasants (and urban workers} must be allowed eight hours‘
sleep and tour hours for rest and meals every day. women
must not be required to do heavy work immediately before or
after giving birth, and the armed rural militia must not be used
to "impair. . democratic life in the cornmunes."5a Sideline pro-
duction was again legalized. The campaign to build small iron-
and steel-plants throughout the Communes and cities was
halted, as most of the output of the backyard furnaces was
unusable.

The retreat from the GLF.continued into 1959. The situa-
tion in industry was chaotic: shortages of raw materials,
machine breakdowns, deterioration of product quality, and
mounting accident rates. The pace had to be slowed; central
planning had to be restored. The rural masses were still nus-
tive; cadres and peasants conspired to hide grain from higher
authorities. A first step towards the dismantling of the Com-
munes was decided upon that spring: the production brigade
(that is. the old collective) was to be the basic unit of owner-
ship, management. and distribution. The Communes would
no longer draft labor from the brigades. nor would incomes be
equalized among brigades. But before the l't|:w policy could be
carried out, the tide of Chinese politics turned once more.

The occasion was a frontal attack on Mao's policies by the
Minister of Defense, Peng Dehuai, who castigated the GLF as
"petty-bourgeois fanaticism." Pengs challenge to Mao raised
the spector of a military threat to Party supremacy; he was
also loo close to Khrushchev to escape the suspicion that he
was being used by the Russians. Hence the top bureaucrats
either rallied around the Chairman or kept silent. Peng's defeat
was followed. in the fall of 1959. by a new attack on "rightist
tendencies, aimed at those who criticized the Leap Forward or
questioned the Party's leadership. Winter 1959-spring 1960
saw a revival, thmigh Q1-1 4 5m,]|];-; Kali in
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But the abandonment of the Maoist strategy could not be
delayed indefinitely: exceptionally badwealher in 1959-61.
combined with the irrationalities of the Leap itself. led to a
severe food crisis. At the depth of the crisis., malnutrition was
widespread, and there were famines in some of the more back-
ward are-as: in some parts of the country. hunger drove the
peasants into sporadic armed revolts. which were put down by
the People's Liberation Army.“ Mass starvation was only
avoided by huge grain imports.

Food shortages and growing unrest required that Mao's
experiment in crash industrialization be discontinued. By the
middle of 1960, it was obvious that the Party's first priority
mU5l be to restore agricultural production. no matter how
many concessions it might have to make to the peasants. Late
in the year. the decision to transfer power down to the bri-
gades was finally implemented, Privati: plots, sideline produc-
tion and rural markets were restored. The peasants were
allowed to keep 92 to 94 percent of the harvest. Most of the
small plants were shut clown. and the labor armies were dis-
banded. The peasants were encouraged to vent their rage upon
their local leaders. who were criticized for "cornmandist"
behavior (including murder and torturel during the organiza-
tion of the Cornmunes."° These measures were not enough to
restore the peasants’ confidence in the Party. and a year later
mone COnCt:ssi0nS followed. Decision-making power was now
shifted down to the level of the production team lC0fftl'spDI1Cl-
ing to the old cooperative]. In practice, the Party had to go
even farther in yielding to the "spontaneous capitalist tenden-
cies" of the peasantry. The collective-farming system was
eroded Ifl a variety of ways; the size of the private plots was
increased: peasants were allowed to keep land they cleared by
themselves: collective land was rented tn peasant households;
and team cadres often contracted out work to the individual
households, thereby restoring private ownership in all but
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name. These steps were not taken to the same extent inevery
locality, but in some provinces, half or more of the arable land
was under private ownership or cultivation by early 1962.

A general retreat from the Maoist/Stalinist development
model was, then, the order of the day. lf this had been merely
an emergency program, to be followed by a return to the GLP,
Mao would have had little to complain about; indeed, he him-
self vigorously participated in the attacks on lower-level
cadres for their “leftist excesses" (that is, for carrying out his
own orders too enthusiastically). But what the Party bureauc-
racy had in mind was more thana temporary retreat: in the
mid-1960s they worked out their own alternative to hllads
neo-Stalinist strategy.

China's NEP and the Maoist Resurgence

The collapse of the CLF opened up a new period, which
has been aptly titled "China's New Economic Policy." by anal-
ogy with the Soviet retreat from the "leftist-n" of War Coml
munism." Out of the immediate response to the food crisis
emerged the new Agriculture-First strategy: heavy industry
was now last in the official list of economic priorities.“ ln-
creased agricultural investment was not, it became clear. mere
ly an emergency measure but the foundation of a long-range
program. Nineteen-sixty-two marked the beginning of what
one writer has called "China's Green R9VOlution."“ Ten high-
yield regions were selected to receive the benefits of the new
agricultural investments. Heavy application of chemical ferti-
lizers and improved seed varieties, mechanized irri-
gation and more extensive multiple cropping combined to
create an impressive rise in output. At the same time, there
was considerable progress in research on mechanization: and
in the mid-19605, factories began to turn out a wide variety of
new machines adapted to the technical requirements of Chi-
nese agriculture.

The principle of detente with the peasants was firmly
established: at the Tenth Plenum in 5-epternber 1962, the revi-
sions in the Commune system were reaffirmed. Some. includ-
l1‘\8 Deng. wanted to go farther; they argued for legitimizing

the household contracts or even’ (if Red Guard reports are to
be belieyod} legally restoring private land ownership.“ How-
ever, Mao succeeded in blocking this move. Inindustry, there
was a new emphasis onxprofit quotas rather than sheer volume
of physical output.- The nationwide speefl—ups were not
revived: "socialist emulation" becarne i purely ritualized.
(Which is not to say. of course, that there were never attempts
to speed-up workers in a particular factory or that working
conditions were ideal; poor safety conditions have often been
observed by foreign touris“ls."5l Late in 1963, the reorganiza-
tion of industry into "socialist trusts" was begun on a trial
basis in several branciheslof produdion.“ Each trust was to
encompass all oftthenatiunalized enterprises in a particular
branch; the directors would be granted a wide margin of free-
dom from Party and State control, and investment decisions
were to be based on the profit principle. As part of the indus-
trial reorganization, iplants which operated at a loss were shut
down, and thousands oi superfluous workers were sent clown
to the countryside.

iftlthough there was a general improvement of living
conditions under the new policies, there were still many
groups with specific grievance-5.”? Much of the potential dis-
sent was directly linked to the economic slowdown of the early
1960s. Graduating students. for example. discovered that there
were not enough iobs; many could look lorward only to years
of unemployment or. worse, being sent down to the villages.
Workers in modern industry were in a relatively privileged
and secure position, but a large segment of the urban labor
force— the sub-proletariat of temporary and contract workers
—were not so fortunate.“ Hired at the lowest wages for the
hardest and most dangerous iobs, with none of the fringe
benelits granted to pemianent workers. housed in wretched
conditions. they had ample reason to resent the architects of
the new economic policy. By the mid-1960s. according to one
estimate, the sub-proletariat made up about 30 to -I0 percent of
the nonagricultural worlrforce."’

Potential sources of opposition to the dominant "rightist"
faction also existed within the bureaucracy itsell. New iob
opportunities were not Opening up as rapidly as in the first
plan period. and with the top positions monopolized by the
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older generation of civil war veterans, prospects for advance-
ment seemed dim for ambitious young apparatchiks. In addi-
tion. the new emphasis on technical expertise rather than
loyalty to the Party line threatened the careers of those who
were unable to adapt to the new demands. Tensions within the
apparatus and discontent among the urban population pro-
vided opportunities. whirh Mao was soon to take advantage
of. tor political agitation.

Alter a briet semi—retirement trom the political scene.
Mao rt-turm.-d tu center stage at the Tenth Plenum. He called
tor a ' Socialist Education Campaign“ in the countryside, de-
signed to strengthen the collective elements ot the rural econ-
omy and lake back some ot the concessions made to the peas-
ants during the crisis years.” The I957 campaign of the same
name had prepared the way tor an increase of the level cit
cnllectivization; that Mao intended a repeat performance
seen-is likely. The peasants were encouraged to "Learn from
Dazhai." a model production brigade which reportedly raised
output tremendously through strenuous ellorts. a high rate of
investment, and voluntary austerity. One pro-Maoist author
who visited Dazhai and interviewed its leader, Chen Yong-
guei. rIotes—in all innocence—that the neighboring villages
“distrusted Ch'en and his tendency to deliver the maximum
amount ol grain to the state."“ That is: Chen and his brigade
were agricultural rate-busters. The Daqing oiltields provided a
t\ll1ll.l.dl‘ model For industrial workers. The “Daqing spirit" has
been summed up in the “ten no's." which include “fearing nei-
ther hardship nor death" and "paying no heed to whether
working conditions are good or bad. whether working hours
are long or short. whether pay and position are high or |ow."“
Mao also called For a revival of the program of rural industrial-
ization.“ Where all of this was heading is clear enough-back
to the CLF.

in these initiatives, Mao received the lull support ot
Defense Minister Lin Biao.“ lt was the People's Liberation
Army |l’l.Al, not the Party, which first distributed the famous
Little Red Book of Mao quotes, and it was the Army which
sponsored Iiang Qings socialist-realist refashioning of Chi-

l

nese opera. The entire population was adiured to "Leam lrom
the PLA" and from model soldiers like Lei Feng, whose only
desire was to be a “rust-proof screw" in the revolutionary
machinery. ln the factories and villages, the People's Militia-
which tell under the PL.A's chain of command—played a major
role in the "Socialist Education Campaign." By contrast. the
Party claimed to be carrying out Mao's directives. but in tact
consistently undermined them. For example, "socialist educa-
tion" was used as a pretext for purging basic-level cadres who
had supported Mao's line: among those who came under lire
was Dazhafs Chen Yongguei, who was saved only by Mao's
intervention.” Mao became impatient with the Party's ob-
structions and concluded that he could no longer win over his
Politburo colleagues to his point ol view; he would have to
purge them. In the past. Mao had demonstrated his ability to
manipulate conflicts within the bureaucracy and had even
attempted to use the masses against the apparatus. ln the com-
ing Cultural Revolution, he would try to do the same but on a
tar larger scale. since he had to overcome much greater resist-
ance from the_Party this time.

In 1966 Mao, with a strong assist from l.in's Army,
launched a "revolution" against the bureaucratic apparatus of
which he was the nominal leader: the Chinese Communist
Party. Mao's battle plan, which seems to have been partly
worked out in advance and partly improvised. was based on
students’ and workers‘ discontents and cadres’ trustrated
career ambitions. Mao's attack on his "revisionist" Party
opponents provided the younger bureaucrats. and those who
had been pushed aside during the course ot the "rightist"
trend, with an opportunity to better their positions, as well as
an ideological rationale for doing so. Student and worker
unrest was the weapon which these Maoist cadres were to use
against the "capitalist-roaders." For the most part. the FLA
was to be held in reserve, though it played some role in assist-
ing the student Red Guard groups and probably had a hand in
the Maoist seizure of power in Beijing.“

It would be out of place here to trace out all of the twists
and turns oi the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution
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ICPCRI. but one point does need to be made.” Many have
seen Mao's appeal to the masses to "bombard the (Party) head-
quarters" as an indication that his goal was “strerigthening the
position of the people vis-a—vis the powerful Party and govern-
ihent structures." A brief look at the role of workers in the
QPCR in Shanghai, where the Maoist faction accomplished its
tltost successful "power's'eizure." will put this interpretation to
the test." All attempts by the Shanghai Maoists to topple the
municipal Party Committee by mobilizing local students (rein-
Forced by Maoist students from Beiiing) were easily stale-
inated, as the Party proved equally adept at organizing student
and worker support. ll was only when the Maoists urged the
bub-proletariat to revoIt—]iang Qing denounced contract
]_'abor as "capitalist" and promised to abolish it—that the
Party’5 power crumbled and the “Gang of Four" stepped into
l_]'te ensuing power vacuum. Once in charge, however, the
Maoists retracted all of their promises to the underprivileged
workers: their organizations were branded "counterrevolu-
Qonary" and broken up by the police. Although most of the
Qity's workers refused to obey the Maoists bacl:—to-work
Eden their strikes were gradually broken by soldiers, students

d Maoist workers. A show of force by the local PLA garri-'
!on—its commander declared that it would "ruthlessly sup-
IR55’,' all opposition to the new administration, and troops
were paraded thtfll-Isl‘! the streets to back up the tl'treat—may
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have contributed to the success of the Maoists‘ strikebreaking.
lt could hardly be clearer that the masses played a limited role
in Mao's scheme. Although they made the "revolution," the
workers and students were to hawie no part in defining its
goals.

Throughout most of the country. the Maoist plan did not
work as well as in Shanghai. Maoist and anti-Maoist mass
organizations fought it out in the streets, and China was soon,
as Mao himsell said, on the brink of civil war. In the end the
Army had to be called in to restore order- and this restoration
of law and order ultimately required mass arrests and some-
times public executions ol "anarchists" and "Guninindang
agents"—that is, Red Guards who contirrued to resist the new
authorities.”

After the Cultural Revolution

Since the Army, led by a loyal Maoist. was in control. it
might have seemed at first glance that conditions were ideal for
a revival of the GLF development strategy. But the Army itself
was ridden with factional intrigues; Lin did not even have a
firm grip on his central military machine, and the sympathies
of the regional commanders lay with the old guard. Half of the
provinces. at most, were in the hands of reliable allies of Mao
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and Lin. Mao's "revolution" had been far from a total success.
Nonetheless, the MaofI.in faction did try to revive the

Leap Forward in 1909-71." Lin Biao raised the banner of a new
"Flying Leap" inscribed with old Maoist slogans, such as
“More. better. faster, cheaper." The CLF's "Everyone a Sol-
dier" motto was echoed by Lin's demand that "700 million peo-
ple, 700 million soldiers. . .become a single military camp."
The most consistent Maoist advances were made in the fields
of education and culture, the strongholds of the "Gang of
Four." ln industry, material incentives came under attack. and
there were sporadic efforts to launch a new speed-up drive.
However, these policies were not applied with the same vigor
as in the GLF and did not spread beyond the regions where
the Mao.'l.in group held power. The same might be said of
agricultural policy; all of the elements of the Leap-Forward
strategy reappeared. but only in limited geographical areas.
Labor batalions were again set to work on irrigation projects,
and locally financed rural industries flourished once more.
Private plots, rural markets, and private handicrafts were
threatened. There were renewed efforts to transfer decision-
making power up to the brigade level. After the excellent
spring 1970 harvest, State grain procurements were increased.
Where these policies were applied, they soon met with the
same results as in the GLF and the mini-Leap; for example,
peasants responded to the higher procurements by slacking off
during the harvesting.

These attempts to return to policies which had repeatedly
proven dangerous no doubt solidified Party resistance to Mao
and his chosen successor; by September 1971 Lin had perma-
nently vanished from the scene, and along with him went
Chen Boda, Mao's chief theorctician and (some say) ghost-
writer. Several conflicting stories were issued by the authori-
ties; the final version was that Lin had died in a plane crash
while fleeing to the Soviet Union after a failed coup d'etat.
Whatever the truth about the Lin Biao affair-whether he
actually did clash with Mao (perhaps over foreign policy. as
Lin is known to have opposed detente with the US) or whether
Mao simply went along with a purge which he was powerless
to p-revent"Lin's fall was in any case a fatal blow to Mao's
hopes of resurrecting his nco-Stalinist development strategy. It
deprived Mao of his main source of military support and
marked the beginning of the decline of the Maoist faction that
culminated in the arrest of Mao's last handful of loyalists
after his death.

From 1973 to 1976 Mao's personal entourage, the "Gang
of Four," launched a series of increasingly desperate attacks on
the "revisionist" old guard, which was steadily regaining the
ground it had lost in the GPCR.” Most of the purged "capital-
ist-roaders" were rehabilitated, despite the Maoists‘ opposi-
tion. The "Criticize Lin Biao, Criticize Confucius," "Study the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat," "Criticize Wafer Margin."
and "Criticize Deng Xiaoping and 3eat Back the Right Devia-
tionist Wind" campaigns were all episodes in the Maoists’
futile struggle to mobilize the masses for a new Cultural-Revo-
lutionary assault on the Party "rightists." The issue at stake in
this ongoing political contest was the fate of Mao's social and
economic program.

That the Maoists’ goal in industry remained the same as in
the GLF can be readily seen from the wall posters put up by
Maoist cadres and workers during the 1974 "Criticize_ Lin, Crit-
icize Confucius" campaign; the main themes of theposters were
raising output and restricting consumption. Factory leaders

were criticized for a variety of errors--being "generous in giv-
ing out overtime payments"; organizing festivities and hand-
ing out small gif-ts to celebrate the overfulfillment of the yearly
plan, which "can only weaken morality and undermine fight-
ing spirit"; failing to go to the grassroots and
the masses’ immense socialist enthusiasm"; and surrendering to
workers‘ demands that they be allowed to go home after meek
ing their daily quota. The positive models held up for workers
and managers included a shock brigade of auto-repair workers
who worked more than ten hours a day without lunch bu,-alu,
accomplishing a month‘s work in five days; the managers of a.
coal mine who organized the older workers to criticize their
younger colleagues, who had "complained of hardship, feared
hard work, and could not meet good labor discipline," with
the result that the younger workers were transfomted into a
"shock force in production"; and a labor hero who induced his
fellow workers to do "two years‘ work in one" and was
rewarded with a promotion.“ ln agriculture. as well, the
"Gang of Four" (or Five, counting Mao) harked baclc to the
GLF; thus, during the 1975 "Dictatorship of the Proletarial"
campaign, private plots were again seized and rural markets
abolished in a few provinces.“

The final act in the drama, played out in the two years
after Mao's death, pitted Deng's "rightist" old guard against I
moderate Maoist group, led by I-lua Guofeng and consisting of
bureaucrats who had advanced during the GPCR but were not
identified with the more extreme form of Maoisrn represented
by the "Gang." The details of this stage of the struggle will be
examined in the next issue of this magazine; for the moment, it
will suffice to note that the battle has ended in total victory for
Deng. The last vestiges of Maoism are being eradicated, and
the Bukharinist pmgram has been implemented even more
thoroughly than during the early 1960s. Political conflict will
undoubtedly continue in China, especially if the new right
turn leach into another blind alley: but, it does not seem likely
that the Maoist/Stalinist development strategy will ever be
revived again. l hope the reader will agree that this fact is no
occasion for regret. am Rug“
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THEORY AND PRACTICE
An Introduction to
Marxian Theory

Thus we do not confront the world dogrnatically with a
new principle. proclaiming; Here is the truth kneel bqlore
ii! We develop for the world new principles out of the pi-in.
ciples of the world. We do not say to the world; Give up
your struggles. they arestupid stuff. we will provide you
with the true walchword of the struggle. We merely demon-
strate to the world why it really struggle-5, and cunsq-iuus.
ness is something, that ll‘ must adopt, even if it does not
want to do so. —Karl Marx, 1343-‘

In his critique of the lettwing philosophies attacked as the
“German ideology," Karl Marx contrasted communist litera-
ture that can be thought of "merely as a set of theoretical writ-
ings" with that which is "the product of a real movement." In
his polemic against the so-called True Socialists, he pointed
out that theory, as an activity of particular people carried out
in particular social contexts. does not develop by a process of
"pure thought" but springs "from the practical needs, the
whole conditions of life of a particular class in particular coun-
tries.“ ln his own theoretical work his aim was to serve wl13[
he considered the practical needs of the working class in its
struggle against capitalism throughout the world. This for
M31‘! dill not mt-‘in an abandonment of claims to objectivity or
scientific truth. but the opposite. Those who wish to control
their mci-‘ll {as lhrir natural} conditions oi life need to under-
stand the situations in which they find themselves and the pos-
iiblfl choices of action within these situations. Such a View
meant that. on the other hand. Marx’: opposition to utopian
thought did not imply submision to a pro-determined histori-
cal process. By "scientific socialism,“ as Marx put it in reply to
criticism by Bakunin, he meant—in contrast with “utopian
socialism which seeks to foist new fantasies upon the people"
—“the comprehension of the social movement created by the
peoplc ihEiT15£'l\"€S."] The historical process Marx was inter-
ested in would consist precisely in people's attempts to change
the society in which they find themselves. Theoretical work, in
leading to a better understanding of society and so of the tasks
involved in changing it, should servelas an element of the-5e
attempts.

Marx states in The German Ideology:
The production of ideas, of conceptions, oi consciousness,
is at first directly interwoven with the material activity and
the material intercourse of men, the language of real life.

The same applies to mental production as expressed in
the language of the politics, laws, morality. religion, meta
physics. of a people. Men are the producers of their concep-
tions, ideas, etc.—real, active men, as they are conditioned
by a definite development of their productive forces and of
the intercourse corresponding to these“ . Consciousness
can never be anything else than conscious existence, and the
existence of men is their actual lite-process.‘

Once consciousness is construed as the organization of human
activity. then revolutionary consciousness, like its opposite.
can be understood as the systems and quasi—syst1-ms of concep-
tions, feelings, etc. by means of which people organize their
revolutionary {or non-revolutionary) behavior. All action in-
volves theory, or at least some degree of coherent thinking.
Like everyone, revolutionaries think about what they are
doing: the theoreticians among them are those who try to sys-
tematize and explore and understand the human interactions
that constitute the social status quo and the movement against
it.

Although this understanding of the role of thought in
revolutionary activity runs throughout Marx's development as
a thinker. only in the course of real political experiences (and
reflection thereon) did its implications emerge. A major turn-
ing-point seems to have been the revolutionary period of 1848-
49 on the Continent, which saw Marx return from exile to edit
a left democratic newspaper in Cologne. As Friedrich Engels,
at that time already Marx's closest friend and political corn-
panion, explained in the introduction he wrote for a collect-ion
of Marx's articles from that period,

V\'hen the February Revolution broke out [in France in
1845]. we all of us. as tar as our conceptions of the condi-

- tions and the course of revolutionary movements were con-
cemed_ were under the spell of previous historical experi-
ence,



in particular that of the French Revolution of 1789. What all
revolutions up to then lthe bourgeois revolutions) had in
common '

was that they were minority revolutions. Even where the
majority lo-olt part, it did so—whethcr wittingly or not.
only in the service ot a minority; but because of this, or
simply because of the passive, unresistinq; attitude of the
majority. this minority acquired the appearance of being
the representative of the whole people.

It seemed as though the proletarian revolution would have the
same form. In this case, however, the minority leading the
revolution would for the first time be actually acting in the
interest of the majority. The minority was needed for this lead-
ership role, it seemed at the time, because "the proletarian
masses themselves, even in Paris, were still absolutely in the
dark as to the path to be taken. And yet the movement was
there, instinctive, spontaneous. irrepressible." lt needed for
success only guidance from the vanguard, those who, combin-
ing in themselves understanding of history. economics, and a
philosophical comprehension of the taslts of humanity. would
be able to adminster the creation of the new social world.’

The parallel with the position of the Marxists in the
Russian Revolution of 1918 is worth noting. We find Engels in
1853 guessing that on the next outbreak of revolution "our
Party will one fine morning be forced to assume power" to
carry out the bourgeois revolution. Then, "driven by the pro-
letarian populace, bound by our own printed declarations. . .

we shall be constained to undertake communist experiments
untimeliness of which we know better than anyone

else. In doing so we lose our heads—only physically speaking,
let us hope." The similarity between the "backward country
like Germany" at this time, "which possesses an advanced
party and is involved in an advanced revolution with an ad-
vanoed country like France" and the situation of Russia in rela-
tion to the German revolution following the first world war,
explains the eerie character oi Engels‘ ideas as prophetic of the
Bolshevilt seizure of power.° In the event, however, Lenin and
Trotsky took care to save their heads, physically speaking,
even at the expense of those of the more revolutionary
workers.

As Engels noted. history proved this vision of minority-
directed revolution, classically associated with the name of
Blanqui, wrong. In fact. despite alliances with Blanquist
BI'0up-s during 1848-50, Marx (and Engels) already by this time
seem to have reiected this vanguardist model of revolution,
T59)‘ argued tor open democracy, instead of conspiratorial
secrecy and hierarchy, within the communist organizations
they worked with; for democracy structured by mass meetings
and recallability of delegates. as the basis for "proletarian dic-
tatorship"; and. above all. for the conception that communism
could not be imposed by the will of political thinkers and
activists but could only be created by a vast mass movement i.n
response to actual social conditions.’

A Communist movement, in Marx's opinion, could only
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arise as the development ot the capitalist system transformed
the tnaiority oi the population into wage-workers. ln 1843-50.
Marx and his friends believed that this development was pro-
ceeding quite rapidly, but in reality Europe was iar from ripe
lor communism. Capitalism was only getting started in the
First half of the nineteenth century, and the series ot economic
and social crises that followed that of I847 were milestones on
a road ot continued and rapid economic growth. lt was this
development, wrote Engels in the text quoted above, which
"for the first time produced clarity in the class relationships"
by creating a real capitalist and a real proletarian class. The
process of economic growth which pushed these classes "into
the foreground of capitalist development" was also a process
of struggle between them. By making it possible for masses ot
workers to understand their common interest and cummon
antagonism to their employers, this process clarified the condi-
tions oi socialist revolution.

In Fact Engels proved optimistic: the growth of Social
Democracy did not represent the clarification of the nature of
the class struggle that he thought it did in its first decades. The
events of 1348 and the subsequent development of capitalism
and of the socialist movement had, however, a definite effect
on Mart-t's thought. in the tirst place. it turned Marx's attention
to economic crisis as a key to the existence and rncgfling (ii the
socialist muvement. His renewed study oi economics in the
18505 reflected his tfonviction that socialist revolution would
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have to come out oi a response to social conditions on the part
of the workers. Hence Marx dedicated his life's work to show-
ing how Capitfllifim. in its very procr.-tea of growth and clevelop~
ment. simultaneously creates the lorm and the Content of its
overthrow.

Marx's position was, generally, that the social interdepen-
dency, brought about by industrial capitalism, both within
and between Worlcplatrs of dillerent types would provide a
basis both tor revolutionary action against the old, and tor the
creation of a new, society. The transformation of peasant agri-
culture into large-scale farming by wage-labor for the market
and the development of mass-production industry have bound
the producers economically—and so socia|ly—t0 each Othcr.
As each ind.ividual's productive labor requires coordination
with his colleagues’, so the individuals consumption depends
up-on the productive work of countless others. This charac-
teristic ot the current system explains the ideal tormulated by
its socialist opponents oi a "collective commonwealth of
labor," in which the producers themselves (and not a distinct
class of owners or managers) would iointly control their labor
and its products.

The nature oi the goal dictates the form which rcvolulion-
ary organizations must have. Ultimately. the "revolutionary
organization" will have to be the working class as a whole:
thus. Marx spoke of particular organizations as episodes "in
the history of the party which everywhere grows up naturally
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and spontaneously from the soil of modern so_ciety."' He
thought it essential, therefore, that the working class move-
ment avoid the characteristics of the leftwing sect. The sect, as
Mar; put it in a letter, “sees the justification for its existence
and its point of honor not in what it has in common with the
class movement but in the particular sliibbuleth which distin-
guishes it from the movement." The attitude of the sectarian
theoretician and lea-der—exemplified for Man: by.P1-oudhon,
Bakunin, and Lasalle-is (as he wrote of the latter) that "in-
stead of looking among the genuine elements of the class
movement for the real basis of his agitation. he wanted to pre
scribe the course to be followed by this movement according
to a certain doctrinaire recipe." This is not to say that sects
cannot have useful insights to offer the movement. stint, for
instance, honored Fourier, in contradistinction to the Fourier-
ists: for the former wrote in a period in which "doctrinaire"
propaganda could not interfere with the growth of the (barely
existing) movement. To the extent that a real workers’ move-
ment comes into existence, the little parties and groups should
"merge in the class movement and make an end of all sectar-
l3I\l3!Il."'

Thus the General Rules which Marx drew up in 1864 for
the International Working Men's Association, began with
Flora Tristan's dictum. "That the emancipation of the working
classes must be conquered by the working class themselves."
The International was intended to be the opposite of a sect. in
both theory and practice. lt proclaimed as its business. in
Marx‘: words, "to combine and generalize the spontaneous
movements of the working classes. but not to dictate or
impose any doctrinaire system whatever/"° And, regarding
organization. Marx argued against centralism. on the grounds
that a centralist structure, though appropriate to sectarian
movements. "goes against the nature of trade unions." struggle
organizations of workers. Typical of his attitude is his remark
in a letter of 1868 that especially in Germany, "where the
worker's lifeis regulated from childhood on by bureaucracy
and he himself believes in the authoritarian bodies appointed
over him, he must be taught above all else to walk by him-
self."" In the same spirit, Man: refused the presidency of the
lfllemitional in 1366. and soon afterwards convinced its Gen-
eral Council to replace the post with that of a chairman to be
elected at every weekly meeting.

This attitude was reflected in Marx's conception of the
tasks of intellectuals in the movement. He put his writing skills
at the service of the International. in preparing statements of
position, official communications. and so forth. In addition.
we should note the project of an "Euquete Ouvriere." a ques-
tionnaire which Marx published in the Parisian Revue Social-
ists in 1880, and had reprinted and distributed to workers‘
groups, socialist and democratic circles, "and to anyone else
who asked for it" in France. The text has the form of 101 ques-
tions. about working conditions. wages. hours, effects of the
trade cycle, and also about workers‘ defense organizations,
strike and other forms of struggle, and their results. Though
this might be described as the first sociological survey, its pref-
ace urges workers to reply. not to meet the data needs of
sociologists or economists. but because only workers can de-
scribe “with full knowledge the evils which they endure" just
as “they. and not any providential saviors, can energetically
administer the remedies for the social ills from which they suf-
fer." Strategy and tactics. to use the terms of more recent
leftwing theory, can only be created by workers who know

their concrete Conditions, not by "leildefli-" lfllltllfifiluils “"-
however, play an important role in the collection and trans-
mission of information; thus, the results of the Enquete were
to be analyzed in a series of articles for the Revue, and. even-
tually.-a book.“

The main task that Marx took on as a revolutionary l-l'tl£l-
lectual, however. as the task of theory: the elaboration Of I If
of concepts. at a fairly abstract level. that would pennit a bet-
ter cornprehension of the struggle between labor and caPltil-
He prefaced the French serial edition of the first volume of
Capital with an expression of pleasure, because "in this form
the book will be more accessible to the working class—a con-
sideration which to me outweighs everything else.""‘ The func-
tion of theory was to help the movement as a whole clarify its
problems and possibilities: it did not. in Marx's view, place the
theorist in a dominating (or "hegemonic," as the currently
fashionable euphemism has it) Pflsition vis-a-vis the move-
ment. but was rather what he had to contribute to a Cflllfllivl
effort.

in the light of the career of official Marxism since Marx's
time. his criticism of Feuerbach's recasting of eighteenth cen-
tury materia lisrn has a prophetic cast:

The materialist doctrine conceming the changing of circum-
stances and education forgets that circumstances are
changed by men and that the educator must himself be edu-
cated. This doctrine has therefore to divide society into two
parts. one of which is superior to societru

-Or. we may add. superior to the class it claims it represents.
just as the philosoplies claimed to represent the interests of
society orof humanity as a whole. And in fact, as the "unity Of
theory and practice." in the form of "scientific socialism."
became a basic element of orthodoxy in those organizations
and currents of thought which presented themselves as Mant-
ist, it took on just this doctrinal flavor.

The relationship of revolutionary theory to political prac-
tice acquired the practical form of the relationship of theorists
(mostly middle-class intellectuals) within political organiza-
tions to the masses of workers they supposedly represented
and gave direction to. For instance, by maintaining that "with-
out revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary move-
ment." Lenin in 1902 meant that "socialist consciousness is
something introduced into the proletarian class struggle from
without and not something that arose within it spontaneous-
ly.“ He quoted Kautsky, the high priest of Social Democratic
orthodoxy:

Of course. socialism, as a doctrine, has its roots in modem
economic relationships just as the class struggle oi the pro-
letariat has and, like the latter, emerges from the struggle
against the capitalist-created poverty and misery of the
masses. But socialism and the class smuggle arise side by
side and not one out of the other. . , _Modcm socialist con-
sciousness can arise only on the basis st profound scientific
linowled3¢__ _ _Thc vehicle of science is not the proletariat
but the bourgeois rrrtelligt-i1rsi'a. .the task of Social-
Dernocracy is to imbue the proletariat with the conscious-
nes ot its position and the consciousness of its task.

Thus. as Lenin continued in his own words, "since there can be
no talk of an independent ideology formulated by the working
masses themselves in the process of their movement. the only
choice is either bourgeois or socialist ideology“—in either cue
supplied by the intellectua ls.“



This position reflected (and was to iustiiy) the actual divi-
sion of labor within the Mandst movements, which, like the
division in society as a whole, lay between professional lead-
ers, or decision-makers, and the masses, who were to be pro-
vided by the former with outlook. strategy, and tactics. Aside
from its outward implausibilit-y as a theory of consciousness
and of how it changes, that this position represented only an
ideological expression of the interests of the professional revo-
lu tionaries as a social group was amply shown by events
around the time of the first world war. ln Western Europe,
Marxist theory. "orthodox" as well as "revisionist," tumed out
to be compatible with an organizational practice that was not
only less revolutionary than, but actively reactionary in com-
parison with, the response of large numbers of workers to the
new crisis conditions. In Germany and Russia (as elsewhere)
Marxist organizations responded to the revolutionary upheav-
als that followed the war either [in the West) as saviors of capi-
talism or (in Russia) as the creators of a new state power sup-
pressing the attempts of workers to gain direct power over
production. Social Democracy. in its reformist and in its revo-
lutionary (Bolshevild forms alike, showed its relation to the
needs of particular classes in particular countries: the rationali-
zation. especially through state action, of capitalism in the
West; and the creation of a new class society to carry out the
process of industrialization forbidden the bourgeoisie in the
underdeveloped East.

in contrast to the dominant interpretation of the "unity of
theory, and practice" as the control of the workers’ movement
by the Party and of socialist society by the party-state, around
the turn of the century Rosa Luxemburg revived Marx's con-
ception by expressing the idea that a truly socialist movement
rnust be "the first in the history of class societies which
reckons, in all its phases and throughout its entire course, on
the organization and the direct, independent action of the
masses." As she saw it, "social democratic activity. . arises
historically out of the elementary class struggle,“ and becomes
"aware of its objectives i.n the course of the strugle itself." ln
her opinion the activity of the self-proclaimed carrier of revo-
lutionary theory. the bourgeois intelligentsia, constituted a
subsidiary and politically less dependable element of the revo-
lutionary process. It posed the threat, as she saw long before
the Bolshevik coup deter, of dictatorship over the proletariat,
in the left organizations and theyfuture society alike. Against
Kautsky and Lenin. she proclaimed that

The wurlung class demands the right to make its own mis-
talies and learn in the dialectic of history.

Let us sperllt plainly. Historically. the errors corn-
milted by I truly revolutionary movement are infinitely
more lruitiul than the infallibility of the cleverest Central
Committee.“

This position too reflected the experience and needs of a
particular segment of society at a particular time—not only
ultraleft theoreticians but also the working-class militants with
whom they associated in their organizational activity. By Rosa
Luxernl:>urg's time there was considerable evidence both of the
negative effects on workers‘ radicalism of trade-union and par-
liamentary politics and of workers‘ ability to organize their
own radical activity in the absence of, and indeed i.rt the face
of, official left organizational efforts. The truth of Luxem-
burg's perceptions was shown decisively, on the one hand, by
the class-collaborationist policy of the Second international in

Western Europe in 1914, and by the development of the Bol-
shevik dictatorship in Russia: and. on the other, by the spon-
taneously organized revolutions in Germany and Russia, as
well as sim.i.lar, though less spectacular. occurrences through-
out the West. Moreover. while Rosa Luxernburg still believed
in the necessity of a party organization as the basis for revolu-
tion, the actual events showed the greater importance of new
forms of organization arising from the social relationships i.n
which workers‘ lives were stmctured. in the factory commit-
tees, in soviets. and in workers‘, soldiers’, and peasants’ coun-
cils, Mann's concept of the development of the new society in
the womb of the old took on a concrete meaning. This histori-
cal experience therefore involved also a justification of Marx's
attitude towards the relation of "consciousness," theoretical
and tactical, to the real activity of social groups.

These events provoked a rebirth of revolutionary analy-
sis, as militants involved in. or affected by. the post-World
War l struggles attempted to understand the failure of the Sec-
ond lnternational. the counter-revolutionary character of the
Third (and its Trotskyist caricature). and the potentiality for
new forms of social organization and action revealed by the
mass revolutionary movements. Such thought was also stimu-
lated by the efforts made by Spanish workers and peasants in
the development of communist socialist relations in the revo-
lution of 1936-37. In the thirties and forties, theorists once
again tried to understand reality with regard to the needs of
revolution; we may note here work in political and economic
theory by Otto Ruehle, Anton Pannekoek, Paul Mattick. Karl
Korsch, and Henryk Grossrnann.

With the collapse of the inter-war revolutionary move-
ments, however, and the solution through the second world
war of the immediate crisis situation that had begun for world
capitalism in 1929, the ideas disappeared with the activities
they had been attempts to understand and structure. The
result was that the Leninist version of social democratic
"orthodox Marxism." now the official ideology of several
totalitarian states, survived as representative of Marxist
theory. This was challenged only by a professorial. philo-
sophical, "humanist" Marxism, which, drawing inspiration
particularly from the works of Marx’.-r youth, made use neither
of Marx's analysis of capitalism nor of the consequences to be
drawn from it for revolutionary action.

ln the East, particularly in the satellite countries, Marx's
critique of economics was quite understandably identified as
an ideological prop for the Stalinist system. ln the West, Copi-
ml seemed even more out of touch with economic reality than
at the tum of the century when Bernstein and his followers had
turned their backs on Marxist orthodoxy. The abolition of
capitalism in Russia had obviously not resulted in the achieve
rnent of workers‘ power. On the other hand, capitalist society
had not evolved in the direction of an obvious polarity be-
tween a small group of rich capitalists and a mass of impover-
ished proletarians, periodically reduced to total destitution by
economic crisis. While control over capital has been continual-
ly centralized, the small group of the very rich and powerful
stand at the top of a continuum of wealth and privilege, in
which status and income-level seem to replace class ii,e,, rela-
tion to the means of production) as the center of analytical
interest. Furthermore, the combination of the war with
Keynesian policies in peacetime has made possible continuous
economic growth and rising incomes for large numbers of
workers.



For the twenty-odd years oi relative social stability that
lollowed World War ll, proponents ol the status quo and lelt-
ish critics alike by and large agreed that capitalism had escaped
Marx's "iron laws." The basis ior economic conflict between
workers and bosses was eroded by technological advance and
political manipulation of the economy, which together made
for permanent prosperity and the satisfaction at least of all
material demands. While the ol-ficial voices oi sociology, eco-
nomics, and political science celebrated this situation as the
"end of ideology." however, leltwing pessirnisls bemoaned it
as the advent of a "one dimensional" society. in which no
oppositional force was left but ideology. in the lorm of a "crit-
ical theory" (or of "cultural revolution"). They agreed with
conservatives that material opposition to the system was re-
stricted to the threat posed by the so-called socialist systems of
Russia, China, and their allies. Hope for change in the world
rested first oi all on the peasants of the Third World. though
they would find allies in the developed countries among disad-
vantaged minorities and the student movement. The Leninist
character of this picture of the theory—possessing vanguard.
deserted by the labor-aristocratic masses, awaiting the com-
mencement of capitalism's destruction at its weakest links.
goes far in explaining the apparently biza.rre transition in some
New Leftists from an interest in "culture" and “liberatory life-
styles" to militaristic guerilla fantasies.

ll such views could be crudely labeled “Stalino-human-
ism," a related but, in my eyes. more interesting set ol ideas
emerged from the Trotslcyist critique of the Soviet Union,
Wl'llCl't was identified as the vanguard in capitalism's current
tendency to monopolization and state regulation. This current
(represented variously by Socialism ou Barbnrie, the English
Solidarity, Facing Reality in Detroit, the group around Mur-
ray Booltchin. the Situationist International. and others}
revived the earlier ultraleft criticism of Leninism, which was
now equated with Marxism. The onset of permanent prosper-
ity was seen as neither a cause for pessimism nor the death-
blow to ideology. On the contrary, just by suggesting the pos-
sibility oi total satisfaction oi every desire. modern capitalism
—East and We-st—was bound to produce a conflict between its
promise and the restrictions placed oh its fulfillment by the
institutions oi private property and the state. The old conflict
between an impoverished working class and a rich ruling class
gave way only to expose the deeper, and unsolvable, contra-
diction between those who control the lives of others and
those who are controlled. in a period oi history when the end
ol scarcity made such a division irrational. Again the issues
were clearly not "economic" but ones of social and spiritual
liberation. Marxism was rejected insofar as it was thought to
make this distinction and concentrate on the lortner.

Both oi these leltwing tendencies, along with bourgeois
sociology, restricted their appreciation of Mani to his earlier
works. The rediscovery ot these explorations of "alienation"
appealed to those who rejoiced in. as to those who worried
about, the cultural malaise that seemed a byproduct of mate-
rial well-being. But the end of the "permanent prosperity" in
the late 19605; the failure of the "technological revolution" to
leave the sphere of amiaments production; the increasing
assimilation of the conditions and consciousness of the
technical and intellectual, working class to those of their blue-
collar fellows (including the experience oi mass unemploy-
ment); and the disintegration of student leftism and the
"youth" movement as such have all brought about a renewal

of interest in Marx's chief wqrk. the theory oi capitalist devel-
opment.

At the same time. the practical ins-igniflcance of the NWO-
lutionary Leninist sects and the self-proclaimed reformism of
the mass lei t parties in the West leaves the way open to a redis-
covery of the creative possibilities of the working class in a
capitalism that is entering once more into visible-—painfully
visible-—crisis. As Marx's theory of economic change is one
with his theory of revolution, the renewed interest in Capital
should go hand in hand with consideration of the associated
views about the nature of radical politics. Once again it may
be possible to raise the question of the relation of theory to
practice, of science tosocialism, in a way which does not
assume the subservience of the struggle of millions of people to
a handful of leaders "anned with Marxist science."

Discussing the utopian socialists, Mar: observed that
S-0 long as the proletariat is not yet sufficiently developed to
constitute itself as a class. and consequently so long as the
struggle itself at the proletariat with the bourgeoisie has not
yet assumed a political character, and the productive forces
are not yet sufficiently developed in the bosom of the bour-
geoisie itself to enable us to Gldl a glimpse oi the material
conditions necessary for the emancipation oi the proletariat
and tor the iormation of a new society. these theoreticians
are utopians who, to meet the wants oi the op-
pressed classes. improvise systems and go in search oi a
regenerating science. But in the measure that history moves
forward. and with it the struggle oi the proletariat assumes
dearer outlines. they no longer need to seek science in their
minds; they have only to take note of what is happening
before their eys and to become its mouthpiece."

Although the current (1999) spirit of the working class is not a
revolutionary one, the problems we have today in understand-
ing the nature oi‘ revolutionary action do not stem primarily
from an unsulliciency oi capitalist development or a lack of
historical experience of class struggle. in fact, this history
ol-fers us more than a supplement to the observation ol what is
happening before our eyes, as it allows tor the detachment
from it oi concepts and models to aid in the interpretation of
present-day events. Such concepts and models cannot provide
us with strategy and tactics for the situations we face and will
face. but they are essential as an education that helps prepare
us for the creativity that revolutionary activity requires.

An understanding of the changing conditions of the work-
ers’ movement requires an understanding of its context, the
capitalist system. This system has continued to develop and
change since Capital was written. and in ways which do not
reoeive much attention in Marx's writing, in particular with
the increasing participation oi the state in economic activity.
The new developments require theoretical discussion. How
have Keynesian tecluiiques measured up against the limits
Marx discovered in the capitalism of his ti.me'l D0-es the carry-
ing of such techniques to their logical conclusion, in the total
state domination of the economy in Russia, China, etc., repre-
sent a new form of exploitative society‘! Above all we have to
understand the nature of capitalism to define the system we
wish to create in its place. For all oi these questions. Mann’:-
worlr remains an essential starting point. By providing us with
a developmental model of "pure" capitalism it allows us to
judge the significance at the phenomena like monopolization
and stateinterference in the economy, to see in what sense the
party—state-run systems are alternatives to private-property



capitalism, and to pose basic questions about the construction
of a system without capital or state.

But Capital is not, as it has been taken to be, only a
"theory of capitalist development." It is a "critique of political
economy"—that is. an exploration of the bases of, and alterna-
tives to, the modes of thought characteristic of life in a society
ruled by business. As such it not only "takes note" of our expe-
riences in this system, but, by demonstrating a new way of
interpreting them. provides a necessary weapon for the strug-
gle against the system. By showing the roots of capitalist
theoryjn capitalist practice, Marx's theoretical work is a prac-
tical tool from which we can learn to organize our own activ-
ity in new ways.

It is a remarkable confirmation of Marx's ideas about the
relation between social reality and the theories constructed to
comprehend it. that the first fifty years of the Marxist move-
ment saw a nearly total failure not only to extend but even tn
understand Mant's economic writings. Although constant lip-
service was paid to Capital as the scientific socialist "Bible of
tlie working class." (ll it is fair to say that the publication of
Henryk Grossmanns The Capitalist System '5 Law of Accumu-
lation and Collapse in 1929 marked the first serious and
knowledgeable attempt to come to grips with Marx's actual
work. Since then there have been only a few books of impor-
tance, either as exegesis or as extension of Marx's theory. Marx
Lheorized with the assumption of a developed worldwide capi-
talist system, divided into two classes with the vast majority
living as wage-earners. Even an approximation to such a state
of affairs—in Europe, North America, and ]apan—has only
recently come into existence. Until the Great Depression of
1929, every crisis heralded a new prosperity in the (om-5Q of
which the long-term trend of growth would continue. It is only
goday. when capitalism seems unable (at least in the absence of
3 third world war) to continue its expansion—externally by
rapid development of the Third World, internally by mainte-
nance of a steady growth rate—that the questions Marx raised
ghoul the long-term trends have become questions of die hour.

If Marx is now more relevant than ever, the Mandst tradi-
tion in which his relics have been enshrined has little to offer us
;5 3 guide to understanding, and much to confuse us with. It is
ntq-ssary, therefore. to go back to Capital itself as a starting-
Point for further progress in analysis. Even apart from the
ideological accretions of the last hundred years, however.
jvlgpis works pose certain difficulties for the reader. It must be
said that in this matter professional intellectuals have shown
“Q advantage over working-class readers. This is no doubt in
par; due to the disadvantage of having professional interests
in¢O|-npatible with taking Man: too seriously. But even assum-
ing 3 desire to understand the world as it is. Marx had to fore-
‘V3151 his readeis that "there is no royal road to science. and
only [[1999 who do not dread the fatiguing climb of its steep
paths have a chance of gaining its luminous su1:nmits."l8

1|-| addition” to the difficulty inherent in coming to grips
with any abstract theory, particularly one, like Marx's, which
asks us to think about a familiar subject matter in a most
unfamiliar way, Capital presents the reader with a number of
Probknas pecular to what its author called the "method of
Presgy-itation" of his ideas. First of all. the structure of the argu-
Mt is such that it is only when all three volumes are read that
the whole significance of the first can be seen. Marx ought to
have |.,¢gun with a clear explanation of what he_ was trying to
do and of the method he would employ. but he did not. Sec-

ondly. Marx's book looks so much like a work of economic
analysis that it has been difficult to remember or to understand
the signficance of its original title: critique of political econ-
orny. What Marx meant by “critique,” and what accordingly
the relation of his work to economic theory is, calls for some
exposition.

l.n addition. though "it is generally agreed that Marx was
a master of literary German,"" his style cannot be called a
"popular" or simple one. As he wrote Kugelmann in reference
to this problem.

lt is due in part to the abstract nalurr of the subicct-matter.
lo the limited space prescribed to mc, and to the goal of the
work. . . .Sri'|-nrwfir attempts at the revolulionlzlng of a sci-
ence can never be truly popular. But once the scientific
foundation is laid. popularization is easy. ll“ the times
become somewhat stormier, it will be possible again to
choose colors and inks which will cover at popular |ircsI:nta—
tion of rln-so subjecti-.10

To date, such a presentation has not been written. The forth-
coming series of articles. to which this is an introduction. is
not intended to answer this need, but rather to supply enough
of the methodological background tn enable the reader to deal
with Marx's own writing. We will begin with an explOI'all0I1 of
Mann's political and intellectual obiectives in Capital and then
see how the form of the argument derives from these. We will
end with a discussion of the extent to which Marx achieved his
aim-that is. to which his theory can help us organize the
overthrow of the current system of social life and the construc-
tion of a new one.

Paul Mrrtticlvt, Ir.
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REVIEWS

Michael Eldred and Mike Roth, Guide to Marx's
Capital. London: CSE Books (Conference of
Socialist Economists), 1978. 127 pp. $2.00.

A brief handbook for Capital study-groups. such as this
wishes to be, would be very useful. I am sorry to say that this
book does not meet the need. lt is made up of five essays on
basic themes of Marx's three volumes, supplemented by a glos-
sary of "145 key terms and concepts." Unfortunately, this
structure even more than the difficult prose makes the
book practically unreadable. The essays use the "key terms"
without explaining them. sending the reader at almost every
sentence to the glossary. where the tenns are not so much
defined as interrelated. As each definition merely refers the
reader backward or forward to other definitions, one soon is
happy to abandon this pillar-to-post chase for the relatively
straightforward discussion in Capital itself. Furthermore, six
pages are covered with a series of inscrutable charts pointlessly
illustrating Volume ll's reproduction schemata. thus thorough-
ly mystifying a relatively simple matter. p

The content is no better than the fonn. To take a crucial
example. the tendency of the rate of profit to fall—the center
of Marx's crisis thcory—tti presented briefly side-by-side with a
"class struggle" theory of crisis ("the laborers‘ strong demands
make capital sick by threatening its valorization"l quite for-
eign to Marx's actual argument in Capital. Out of 95 pages of
exposition, 2.2 are devoted to a discussion of "the ways in
which," according to Marx, "capital requires science and stim-
ulates its development"-—certainly a minor issue in a brief
introduction. Four pages take on the question whether Marx's
use of "tier Arbeitr-r" (worker as a masculine nounl represents
a theory-crippling sexism.

In short: if there is to be a renaissance of Capital-study,
this book will be no aid to it.

-Paul Mattick. Ir.

Nancy Chodorow- The Reproduction of Mother-
ing: Psycliommlt/sr's and the Sociology of Gender.
Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1978. 261
PP~

The last ten years have seen much attention devoted to
analysis and critique of the sexual division of labor Especially
singled out for critical discussion has been women's unique
role in the rearing of children-what has traditionally been
called "mothering." ln this book Nancy Chodorow has set her-
self the task of explaining "the reproduction of mothering,"
that is, how it comes to be that girls, unlike boys, grow up

desiring to become the primary parents in their children’; up-
bringing, with the maior responsibility for care and nurtur-
ance, physical and emotional. Of course such generalizations
ignore variations, both between different families in one soci-
ety and between different societies. Chodorow claims, how-
ever, that these generalizations are by and large true, and that
the explanation resides in phenomena which are characteristic
of all hitherto existing societies. ll is, in fact, to the mother-
child relationship that she looks for understanding. 55¢ claims
that a situation in which women are the primary caretakers of
children has its own psychological dynamic which leads to its
reproduction in the next generation. ln this regard. it is inter-
esting to note that in a paper presentingfanearlier version of
her argument.' Chodorow limited herself to discussing the
implications of women's child-rearing role for psychological
differences between the sexes. ln the book under discussion she
extends her argument, in what I regard as an unfortunate man-
ner, in an attempt to provide an explanation of the social
phenomenon of women’: mothering in terms of its internal
psychological dynamics.

Chodorow begins by considering the main explanations
that have been previously proposed for women’; primary
responsibility for child-rearing. There have been many vari-
ants of explanations in terms of speculative biology. All of
these theories, she thinks, are based on fallacious arguments or
insufficient evidence. For instance, some research suggests that
male hormones may have some influence on the differential
behavior of the sexes. However, the evidence is inconclusive
and also suggests that experiential factors are the dominant
ones in the development of behavioral gender differences.
Again. arguments based on the adaptive advantages of wom-
en's child-rearing in hunter-gatherer societies generalize this to
other societies without presenting any serious argtunenh
Many psychoanalysts have proposed variants of a drive to
mother after giving birth, but their arguments are usually
based on speculation and biased clinical evidence which itself
is. in any case. open to multiple interpretations. All in all, the
biologically oriented theorists generally present arguments
based more on ideology than on evidence. On the other hand,
it does not seem surprising that in societies where women must
breastfeed their children and where d1ild-bearing consumes a
major portion of most women's lives (which after all, was the
situation everywhere until quite recently) women have been
given primary responsibility for children's upbringing. It is
true, as Chodorow claims, that breastfeeding does not require
that women raise children, but this does not mean that a
sophisticated psychological theory is required to understand
that they do: l believe that Chodorow has overextended the
range of her thesis, and thus weakened her argument.

Chodoronfs argument against the theories of role-training



and indoctrination is less clear, perhaps because she fails to
make clear exactly which ideas she is criticizing. She attadcs
"the conventional feminist view. drawn from social or wani-
tive psychology. which understands feminine development as
explicit ideolocal instruction or formal coercion" ilJ- 33) for
failing to realize that adequate mothering requires that the
mother "to some degree and on some unconscious or con-
scious level. has the capacity and sense of self as maternal" (p.
33. emphasis in original). Thus. explanations based on behav-
ioral conformity and indoctrination cannot explain why
women want to mother, which is essential to the successful
carrying out of their task. Chodorow thus correctly focuses
attention on a hitherto ignored aspect of the problem. namely,
how the development of women's subjectivity helps reproduce
the social arrangement in which women mother.

Chodorow‘s own approach to the problem of the repro-
duction at motherhood Ls based on the object-relations school
of psychoanalytic theory. Developed in Britain over the last 30
years by Fairbairn, Winnicott. and Michael and Alice Balint,
this approach has only recently begun to exert some influence.
in a modified form, on American psychoanalytic circles. Un-
like orthodox Freudians. the object-relations theorists have
been less concemed with studying the vicissitudes of the
instinctual drives (libido and aggression) and have concen-
trated attention on the growing child's internalization of his or
her relationships to the parents and especially the relationship
to the mother in early infancy. Some of these theorists eschew
drive theory altogether, while others still nod in its direction
while in fact formulating their theories i|'| other terms. While
obiect-relations theory is similar to the American neo-Freudian
school in its concentration on interpersonal I‘9lilllOl\$l'tlp5, it
differs in considering unconscious and fantasy relationships to
be as import-ant_as real ones in the formation of the personal-
ity. Thus. it is not only the actual treatment of the child by
other people that is important, but also how the child, con-
sciously and unconsciously. construes these relationships. For
example, it is likely that in some cases at least the horrible
stories of maltreatment by their families that schizophrenia
often tell. and that had such a strong influence on students of
the families of schizophrenics such as R.D. Laing, not mem-
ories of real childhood relationships but fantasies developed
due to the pre-schizophrenic child's being. for some reason.
unable to malce use of the love and attention given to her or
him by the parents.

The other modification of psychoanalytic theory under-
taken by the object-relations school , is to place increased
emphasis on the dyadic mother-infant relationship of early life
instead of the traditional emphasis on the triadic, "oedipal"
relationship between mother, father, and child that is pre-
sumed to occur between ages four and six. Freud’s theory.
focused on the oedipal period. dealt with neurotic conflicts,
i.e.. conflicts internal to the person. such as the obsessive-
compulsive conflict, in which a person may feel compelled to
avoid stepping on the cracks of a sidewalk in order to prevent
catastrophe, even though he or she is aware that this fear is
groundless. In recent years. more attention has been devoted
to problems whidt involve a diffuse feeling of difficulty in liv-
ing. Therapists today are more likely to perceive their patients
as suffering from global feelings of something being not quite
right. of general emptiness and boredom, and of vague depres-
sion and anxiety Wl‘tld‘l cannot be attributed to specific causes.
The classic description of a rather extreme form of this kind of

patient is R.D. l.aing'$ The Divided Self which describes the
so-called schizoid person who is unable to feel "real" and con-
nected to his or her activity in the world. The cause of this
change in therapeutic attention is unclear; relevant factors
may be a change in the selection patients, changes in social
structure. revision of therapeutic techniques. and modifica-
tions in the theoretical conceptions of therapists. ln any case.
this change in the prototypical patient has been accompanied
by changes in psychoanalytic theory. Modern analytic theory
works on the assumption that the problems of the contempo-
rary patient are more likely to arise during the early (so-called
preoedipall relationship with the mother. when a primal sense
of self was formed. This has led to many attempts to theorize
about this early "first relationship" of which object-relations
theory was the forerunner and, perhaps. the most influential
variant.

Though it may constitute a beginning, object-relations
theory has not formed an adequate account of human devel-
opment. One of its greatest weaknesses is its lack of any de-
tailed accuunt of psychic structure. Traditional Freudian con-
cepts such as id, ego. and superego, which are metaphoric
attempts at describing psychological functioning, are dropped
or reduced in importance, but nothing takes their place. This
results in hidden appeals to common-sense and vague meta-
phors which are never examined. Thus, writers of this school
are often extremely imprecise in their use of such fundamental
concepts as "internalization," "fantasy," "object-relationship,"
etc. They often use verbal tricks which cover over their Ia-ck of
clarity through the use of such undefined concepts as "matura-
tion," "love." and "whole person." which carry us along with
their suggestive power. but which ultimately need to be either
made more precise or dispensed with. l agree with Chodorow
that obiect—relations theory is one of the most promising devel-
opments in psychoanalytic and psychological theory. but I feel
that il shares many of the faults of other psychoanalytic
schools and that fundamentally new theoretical directions will
ultimately have to be taken. Probably this will involve an
integration of psychoanalytic clinical insights with work on
cognitive development like that of Piaget. and with the obser-
vational work on child development being done by develop-
mental psychologists. However. no one has so far been able to
achieve this desired integration. and we are forced to continue
working with partial theories in order to determine how useful
they are in dealing with various problems.

As the foregoing account of object-relations theory sug-
gests. Chodorow's discussion of feminine psychology and the
reproduction of mothering relies heavily on an analysis of the
infants first relationship to another person. which in most
situations consists of a tie to a female "mother"—whether she
is in fact the biological mother or another woman. She ad-
duces much evidence-both clinical and social-psydiological
—that boys and girls experience relationship to the mother dif-
ferently during all phases of development. These differential
experiences, she argues. provide a psychological basis for the
sexual division of labor in adulthood, and. in particular, for
the fact that women usually perform most of the childrearing
functions. My summary of her presentation will be little better
than a caricature of her subtle and nuanced argument, which
relies on data from many different sources and approaches.
She avoids the trap fallen into by many of the others who have
dealt with these questions (e.g., luliet Mitchell in Psychoanaly-
sis and Feminism), who seem to believe that the truth can be
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found simply through arguing about the interpretation of texts
(be they those of Freud, Lacan, or the latest gum} without con-
fronting the texts with the facts that they are intended to help
us understand. Similarly, she avoids the position which says
that data collected outside of a laboratory and unaccompanied
by elaborate statistics is of no interest.

Much clinical psychoanalytic evidence sttggests that the
mother-daughter tie is usually characterixed by identification
and merging which is more prolonged and intense than that
between the mother and her son. The mother tends not to
consider the daughter to be a separate person, but an aspect of
herself. ln technical terms, there are "patterns of fusion, pro-
jection. narcissistic extension. and denial of separation" which
“are more likely to happen in early mother-daughter relation-
ships than in those of mothers and sons" (p. 103). This treat-
ment by the mother makes it difficult for the daughter to rec-
ognile herself as a separate person. She instead perceives her-
self as a part of, or an extension of her mother. This mode of
relating to her mother is later generalized to other aspects of
the world. in contrast, Chodorow suggests that the young son
is more likely to experience himself as the object of his moth-
er's fantasies and desires. The boy's experience of his mother
will tend to catapult him into "oeclipal" conflicts regarding
gender identity and gender differences earlier than the girl.

-tr

As well as these differences in the early preoedipal
mother-infant relationship, the differential treatment of boys
and girls continues into the oedipal phase when. as already
indicated, issues regarding the differences between the sexes
and the formation of gender identity are dominant. The das-
sical psychoanalytic problem concerning female development
during this phase is to explain why it is that the girl tuI'fl$_frorn_
the mother to -the father (and other rnenl as obiect of her;
sires, both sensual and affectional. it is to solve
that the concepts of penis envy and women as castrated people
were introduced (as well as to explain clinical
unconscious desires for a penis in adult women patietzifile
well known, these ideas have raised a storn.:_oivcontrpi'itt$ji"
and have become a focal point of discussion among the viri-
ous psychoanalytic approaches to feminine psychology. Some
authors, e.g., Helene Deutsch, claim that
inevitable "psychological consequence of the anatonticfaljdjf-5
tinction between the sexes." While members of rzalturalist
school claim that penis envy is a result of tl1c.Ei-t'l'$.
the greater power of the male in a patriarchal society, that
the oedipal girls turn toward her father is a resuitot an in}?-och
heteroscxuality. Both these positions. thus end ups-;tI1'it1@:>t;:sg;4
cal explanations for feminine heterosexualit-3:; _ e if

Chodot-ow's idea is that it is the cnnsiraii1irt}Zf"t'i%;l?ti1?i?"iIrf'$55



preoedipal mother—daughter relationship whidt leads the girl
to turn to the father in an attempt to escape from remaining a
narcisnstic exte‘nsion of her mother in order to become a self in
her own tight. The penis is desired by the girl because it is a
symbol of the desired independence. Quoting the French psy-
choanalyst Chassequet-Smirgel: "Basically, penis envy is the
symbolic expression of another desire. Women do not wish to
become men, but want to detach themselves from the mother
and become complete, autonomous women." (p. 123. empha-
sis in originall. Meanwhile. as Chodorovv's reading of social
psychological literature suggests, the father has probably been
acting seductively toward the girl and encouraging her to act
in a "feminine" manner.

The girl does not abandon interest in the mother while
this turn toward the father is occurring. She is still intimately
involved with the mother, though in complex ways that can
not be gone into here. One important result is that in girls.
unlike boys, the oedipal phase tends to be a prolonged process
which is never really resolved. This helps explain differences in
the male and female experiences of adolescence. The ado-
lescent girl is more likely to remain emotionally involved with
her mother and to experience conflicts regarding dependence
on and separateness from her than is the adolescent boy.

One important result of the girl's path to development is
that she will emerge as an adult woman with a greater ability
to experience another's desires and conflicts as her own—that
is. for "empathy"—than most men, who did not have the
experience of being considered an extension of their mother.
Furthermore, due to the nature of girls‘ early ties to their
mothers, they "come to experience themselves as less differ-
entiated than boys, as more continuous with and related to the
extemal obiect-world and as differently oriented to their inner
obiect—world as well" lp. 167). Chodorow dismisses specific
aspects of the developmental history of boys that make it diffi-
cult for them to experience those continuous, merging ways of
relating to the world. It is these states of merging with and
empathy for others that are important in caring for young chil-
dren. and are involved in the derivation of plea!ure from this
activity. The seeds of thb caring are created in both boys and
girls by their early experiences of being cared for by a loving
mother. However, the vicissitudes of development that we
have sketched above and that Chodorow discusses-in detail
suggest why women are more likely to become mothers.

These differences in personality are also involved in the
wider realm of the sexual division of labor. It is typical of our
society and most other existent societies that women tend to
play a preponderant role in familial life and affective matters
while men are largely concerned with nonfamilial production.
Chodorow cites Michele Rosaldo who suggests that in all soci-
eties

Feminine roles are less public or "social.". . they exhibit less
llnqulstlc and institutional differentiation, and that the
interaction they involve is more likely to be lrin-based and
to cross generations, whereas man's interaction remains
Within a single generation and cuts across kin units on the
basis of universalistic categories....Wornen's role in the
horn-e and primary definition in social reproductive. sex-
gender terms are characterized by particularism, concern
with affective goals and ties, and a diffuse, unbounded
quality. Masculine occupational role and men‘: primary
definition in the sphere of production are universalistically
defined and recruited. and are less lilutly to involve affec-
tive considetations lp. I80).

The division of labor has social and psychic costs, as well
as contradictions leading toward its abolition. In her brief
appendix entitled "Women's Mothering and Women's Libera-
tion" Chodorow claims that:

the sexual division of labor and women’: responsibility for
child care are linked to and generate male dominance.
Psychologists have demonstrated unequivocally that the
very fart of being muthered by women generates in men
conflicts over masculinity, a psychology of male domi-
nance. and I need I0 be superior to won-1en.. . .Thus the
social organization of parenting produces sexual inequality
not simply role differentiation. It is politically and socially
important to conlront this Organization of parenting. Even
though it is an arrangement that seems universal, directly
rooted in ideology, and inevitable, it (an be changed, The
possibility of change ls indicated not only by a theoretical
critique of biological determinism. but by the contradictory
aspects of the present organization of parenting. Even as the
present forms reproduce mothering. they lrclp to produtr
a widespread dissatisfaction with their own limitations
among women land sometimes men) tp. 2 I -ti.

Chodorow only hints at what these contradictory aspects are.
She suggests that the recent nuclear family arrangement in
which a lone woman has almost sole responsibility for taking
care of her children tends to produce a situation in which the
mother is both overinvolved with, and profoundly ambivalent
about her children. This, in turn. has psychic consequences for
thern. Further tension is induced as women increasingly enter
the paid labor force, but are still expected to maintain primary
responsibility for the care of their children. These tensions can
produce efforts toward the transformation of the system of
exclusive female mothering, but Chodorow does not really say
much about what could or should replace it, except for a brief
nod at experiments with collective childrearing a la the kib-
butzim, China, and Cuba, which she Claims indicate that chil-
dren so reared show “more sense of solidarity and commit-
ment to the group, less individualism and competitiveness. are
less liable to form intense, exclusive adult relationships than
children reared in Western nuclear families" lip. 2171. lt is
atypical that Chodorow gives no reference for this assertion,
which, in the case of China and Cuba, at least, is probably
based on the impressionistic accounts of the revolutionary
groupies who can interpret every attempt of a “Communist”
state to control its population as a victory for human libera-
tion. Other observers have interpreted the same character
traits as signs of a "totalitarian" destruction of the individual
and of a strong sense of self. lt is not at all clear that the prob-
lem of the relations of the individual and the collectivity will
be solved under socialism simply by replacing the conformist
individualism of contemporary capitalism by currfctrmist col-
lectivisrn. Hopefully, the changed social conditions of a social-
ist revolution will lead to a revision in the way this question is
formulated. At present, most discussion of this question is
largely a matter of value judgments, which is probably the
result of our lad: of adequate social experience and the appro-
priate theoretical cuncepts to deal with it. It remains an open
question to what extent psychoanalytic categories will be use-
ful in this analysis. In any case, Chodorow does come out for
the equal participation of women and men in childrearing.
which would significantly alter the typical pattern of child
development outlined in this book.

These questions point to the greatest weakness in Cho-
dorow's book. She recognizes that changes in family and social



structure should result in modifications in the basic pattern of
differences in male and female child development. However.
the question remains as to what aspects of the psychoanrdytic
theory and clinical material she relies on so heavily will turn
out to be inappropriate for dealing with human development
in societies basically different from those in which it was clevel~
oped and perhaps even for different social classes in our
society. This is especially important because Chodorow relies
heavily on theanalysis of detailed clinical reports, all of which
are from Watem societies. and most of which are of people
Prom middle and upper class backgrounds. Thus we need to
know if the pattems of differences between mother-daughter
and mother-son relationships that she describes astypical of
our society hold up in detailed studies of lower social classes
and of other societies. This would require clinical study cap-
able of unearthing details of psychic development for people in
other classes and cultures comparable to those lhill P5Y¢'l"°‘
analytic clinical work provides for middle~ and upper-class
individuals in our own society. Reliance on sociological data
is not sufficient. My own view is that the broad outlines of
psychoanalytic theory will prove useful in this task. but it
rernains to be seen what modifications this theory will require.
As I indicated in my discussion of obiect-relations theory, l
feel that psychoanalytic theory needs to be modified in order
.-adequately to conceptualize psychic reality in our own cul-
¢ur¢_ These difficulties regarding the extent of applicability bf
the theory are not Chodorow's alone. and may even be inher-
¢1-it in the project of applying psychoanalytic insights to cross-
cultural subjects. What is needed is not an end to such at-
tempts, but an awareness of their dangers.

This book is. in my opinion. one of the best attempts to
app|y psychoanalytic concepts to the understanding of social
phenomena. However, it shares with all works of this genre
the characteristic of being stronger on intuitive plausibility

than on solid proof of its hypotheses. In this light we should
keep in mind Choclorows own reservations as presented in the
earlier version of her argument mentioned above:

' In a formulation of ll}l\ pI’i.‘lllIIII\dI')’ nature. there is not a
great body ol consistent evidence lo draw upon. Available
evldeoce is presented that illuminates aspects of the theory
—for the most part psychoanalytic and social-psycholog-
cal acctiunls based almost entirely on highly Industrialized
Western society [and on the middle and upper clar-SE8 in
that society, 5.5.]... |Tlhis ls in some sense a program-. »
rnatic appflal to people doing research. lt points to certain
issues that might be especially llftpurlanl in investigations
of child development and lamily relationships, and suggests
that researchers look explicitly at female vs. male dt~vr~lnp-
rncnl. and that they consider seriously niolher-daughter
relationship- cve-n ll these are not oi nlwious "structural
importance" in a traditional anthropological view of that
society.’ ' =1

As an appeal for lurther research in these areas, this l:mOlt
extremely effective. It would be a great mistake. however. if its
hypothesis were to be accepted by others as proven and as evi-
ClE|'tr:e for other ideas. Too much of radical social thinlcing
already rests unawares on what are simply plausible hypoth-
'-'5?5- .

Strplii-ii Sold:

Notes

1. Nancy Chodnrow, "Family 5tfl.|t'lurl' and Feminine l‘|-rsun-
ality" in Michele Rosaldo and Louise Lamphcrr, eds., W'onmn_ Lrrf
um-. and Sm-it-t_v Stanford. 197-1|.

. 2. u-1.1. p_4s.



LETTERS
Dear Rim! i‘~ Bnmclr,

The lbllflwinfl comments have been assembled by your faithful
Rt-1 l-t-yr correspondent. They are drawn from discussions we have
had on your recent publication. .

ill The article “Are We Headed for Another Depression?" surn-
martzes a basic framework of analysis which we essentially agree
with. However, we feel there are areas which have been neglected.
and which should receive more attention in a review of the current
crisis;

First of all. the analysis remains within the context of the "boom-
bust" cycle. Nu substantial connection is made between war and
depression. other than a reference to heightened competition on ll'I¢
world market. The probability ot war thus appears indetertninate—as
though it could occur at any moment in the cycle. In this century. war
production and world war have played a Specific role as the "racki-
tlnn" tit the last result tn capitalist crises. War-time devaluation [run-
ning old plant into the ground wit.h little reinvtrncntl and deflation
twhich cheap-ens the cos-t of constant capital and living labor-power),
and physical destmctmn ot masses ot fixed capital. clear the ground
for a renewed cycle ol accumulation at a lower valuecriniposition.
Also, world war completes the counter-revolution by militarizing
society. The likeliltoud of war increases with the growing impossi-
bility ot recovery by "peaceful" means It-.g., traditional means of arti-
ficially "stimulating" the economy}. We think that war ls most likely
to break out at the pit of the depression. iullowing the failure of the
state‘; attempts to resume t.lnt1'|t_'stiC production under its direction. At
this point, the state will he forced to seek new sources of surplus value
elw.-where. It-titling to conflicts with competing national capitals te.g-.
it was only ttltc-r the New Deal backfired that the U .5. got into W'Wll.l.

Nu mention is made of the contradictory function of credit las fic-
litinu'- valuel. which deepens the crisis by exaterbaliru; inflation,
while at the same time delaying and buffering its impact. The fantastic
expansion oi credit in recent years is a significant feature of thecurrenl
crisis. as is the tinancial structure ot modern capitalism as a whole
te.g.. institutions such as the IMF and the World Bank have played a
key rule in the global capitalist "management" of the crisisi.

By focusing on the level of total social capital. evidence of vari-
ous capitalist "strategies" are ignored. For example. there are subtler
new ways to reduce costs of reproducing the labor force. and to
weaken the resistance of workers to bearing the burdens of the crisis.
ln France for instance. them ls at significant growth in the so-called
“st-condary" labor market ltemporary workers and the like who have
no iob security. don't receive pent.-lt1I't5. unemployment benefits. etc.l.
ln Italy. there is a tendency to "decentralize" industry in sectors where
worl.ers have actively opposed wage- freezes and 5-p9eCl—u|:vs.

This brings us to the next point: the relation of classstruggle to
tlu- crisis. ln the lung run. there is little to gain from more or less iso-
lated resistance to decreasing living standards and deteriorating work-
ing condition-t. Nonetheless, workers struggles do force concessions
from the bourgeoisie. and this affects the course of the crisis lill.ltt.)u8l't
it dot~.~n't change its ultimate cause or resolutionl. Eor eitample. the
substantial wage-increases won by the TGWU truckdrivers in England
atter their strike shut down the Country will forte a rise in inflation.
The extended coal strike in this country last year had repercussions
that extended well beyond the coal fields. ln Carters 1976 energy pol-
icy. use of coal was urged In help offset trade imbalances that were
attributed to the surge in cost of imported oil. The coal strike was it
blow to this “plan.” and helped depress the dollar in the world money
market. which was carefully watching U.S. trade figures. Also. al-

though this is difficult to determine, it is more than likely that the coal
workers’ resistance to the productivity increases envisaged by the
energy policy gave impetus to the nuclear option. The economic
implications of investments in the highly capital intensive nuclear
industry are obvious. Finally, the instability in the Appalachian coal-
fields also gave impetus to the development of Western coal sources.
In this region, labor is less organized, and most of the coal is strip-
minedn

A small but vitally imp-ortant error was made in the presentation
of Maris theory of the falling rate of profit: "Marx argued that the
Fundamental cause of the decline in the rate of profit is that the
|lrrl\1[rt||‘ of mpitu! invested in capitalist enterprises tends to increase at
a faster rate than the itttrttber of utorlcers i-iiiployt-ii." Maris formula-
tion for the organic composition of capital (cw) and for the rate of
surplus value ls/c+ vi are value fonnulatinns. c/v should be read as
the value of constant capital divided by the value of variable capital.
and 5-"C+ v should be read as the surplus value divided by the value of
the constant capital plus the value of the variable capital. Variable
capital or v should be understood as the value of labor power times
the number of workers employed. not merely as the number of work-
ers alone. This must be true it we are to he consistent on iust an arith-
metical level. Otherwise we are adding and dividing apples and
oranges and our results cannot be stated in strictly value terms. But
this is not merely a mathematical quibble. lt is unfair to Marx to pre-
sent his theory incorrectly tit would put you in the notoriously bad
company of the traditional and vulgar Marxists). but more impor-
tantly we have a stronger basis for understanding the present crisis
and the possibility of communist transformation if we ground our
analysis of capital firmly on Marx's value theory. i.e.. the theory of
alienated activity. which is the basis of the capitalist mode of produc-
tion and capitalistsocial relations.

I2) On the article "Authority and Democracy in the U,S.": p. I3
reads "As tar as the working-class was concemed insofar as its Inter-
ests found articulation at all. it was satisfied with the war-given
opportunity to secure iobs and higher wages." ln fact. according to
Andrew Le-vinsort tin his book. The Worlditg Class Muforityl opinion
polls in 196-I indicated that blue-collar workers were probably more
"anti-war" than any of the other higher "status groups." In 1970. 45-9
percent of the working-class were for immediate withdrawal, or with-
drawal within l8 months. in November 1966. voters in Dearborn.
Michigan. a solidly working-class area. voted two to one against the
war effort. This may not be typical of working-class sel‘\llt't’tt.'rtt at the
time. but the statement in the article seems inaccurate at wort-t. and
superficial at best.

(31 On the Root 41 Bmllclt statement that appeared ln the lasttwo
issues:

tal Rt'J-rye holds the position that the "socialist" countries are
state-capitalist. insofar as lll these countries are subject to the law of
value and the falling rate of profit; (2) they are increasingly integrated
into the world market: and (3? they are class societies: the ruling class
fulfills the function of capitalists insofar as it oversees the production
and allocation of surplus-value via the wage system. Referring to them
as "state-run“ or "state-nin analogs" begs the question of how and
why these nations are just as "bankrupt" as the "Capitalist west."

lbl Certainly. social revolution is not inevitable, and there does
not exist In the world today a movement capable of accomplishing the
communist transformation of society. But "communism is for us not a
stable state which is to be established. an ideal to which reality will
have to adjust itself. We call communism the mil movement which
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abolishes the present state of things" lMarx and Engels, The Gemmrr
Ideology). As such it exists as a present tendency when proletarlarts
are forced to unite against subr't'ti$SiOn to the world of commodities
-and value. We could speak for example of the communist tendency
which is expressed in struggles such as the wildcat at Fleetwood that
lot-in Lipperl describes in some detail in issue 11:15 of Rodiml Amer-
ica. Lippert writes oi a kind of excitement and inspiration produced by
the sense of community that developed among the wildcatting auto-
workers. .

"There can be no revolutionary movement except in periods of
revolution." \Nhat do-es this mean? What quallfiesas a revolutionary
movement? Aren't we part of the revolutionary movement, as limited
as it is at this point‘! And what qualifies as a "period of revolution"? lt
seems that you are saying that a revolutionary period exists only when
a revolutionary movement exists, and vice versat In this case. the
sta ten-rent is tautnlogical.

“What defines and unites the working class is its exploitation by
capital." Again. here the working-class ‘rs presented as separate from
communism. What defines the working class is also the fact that it is
the historical agent of ccrmmunltilll (the power to transform society
rests in its hands].

(cl Although you refer to the bankruptcy of modern society as a
worldwide phenomenon. you do not speak explicitly ol international
revolution. We think it is important to make it dear that communist
revolution imp-lies the abolition Of national boundari.

Id) "The Wflrllinsr class must take direct responsibility for what it
already produces." Should it take responsibility to produce nuclear
plants. T.V. dinners, and plastic flowers? This is much too limited a
star temcnt. The proletariat can no more simply take over the existing
productive apparatus to use it for its own purposes. than it can take
over the existing state machine and use it for its own purposes. Value
and the logic of profit impose a certain type of production. develop
some branchn and neglect otheri. Plants will have to be convened.
resources allocated differently, conditions in workplaces improved.
etc- Decisions will have to be made about what to produce and how.
based on the assessment of the needs of lheglobal community that will
emerge from the transformationof existing relations of production.

le) "Our goal is that of workers’ control over social life." Again.
this is limited and in our opinion incorrect. Insofar as today it is wage-
labor (the social relation which is at the origin of value. surplus value.
etc.) that defines the worker as a separate social category. and work
itself as alienated human activity. the abolition of wage-labor implies
the abolition of the worker and work as so ale-fitted (This obviously
due-s not mean the end of productive activity which is painful and bor-
ing, The point is not to quibble about the rneanirtg of words, but to
emphasize the transformation of relations between people and their
activity in producing-reproducing the conditions of their e.wcistence.l

l realize that many of the points raised here require further clarifi-
cation and distussion (rm! to speak of the rather tedious style). Our
intcntion is not to present you with some fin-ll. rigid stalcrncltt Of
¢)\_1|'pO5llIlL'tt'\. but rather to initiate discussion oi our ideas.

Greetings.
Sylvia P. [or Red-eye
20 May rm

(1) "Mose" Responds:

First of alL thank you for your thoughtful comments. From what.
I can tell. we have no serious disagreements about the asential nature
of the current crisis of world capitalism, or about the likely course of
¢v¢nts in the near future. At most. we have a difference of emphasis
hgrqg and there. Let me respond to the issues you have raised.

(11 The rmrrrectiorr better-err war turd depression. As I said in the
;rLiclt, the coming deprssion will no doubt intemily the rivalry
;1-1-gang nations and. thus. increase the probability of another world
war. Beyond that. I don‘! think much more can be said. The role of the
wartime destruction bi capital in preparing the gt-ou.nd for another’

upswing, although important in the last two world wars, will be irrele-
vant this tlrrte around. Since the next war will be a nuclear one, the
destruction will be so total that no "post-war recovery" will be possi-
ble.

(2) The cmrrrnrlictory fwrctitm of credit. lagret with you that the
tremendous expansion of credit during the "post-war boom" is a sig-
nificant feature of the current crisis. ln retrospect. l think that I should
have at least mentioned tl1e role of credit expansion in postponing the
depression and in making the eventual depression even worse. This is
a complicated subject and l wish l understood it better myself. For
example, how does the current expansion of credit compare with other
periodsof prosperity? is capitalism "more leveraged" now than in the
191051 (l think rro.l Also, more theoretically, what can we say about
the limits to the expansion of credit? You mention inflation and this is
no doubt important. What are other limits-T If you have written any-
thing along these lines. please send it along.

(J) New strategies for cutting wages. l don't understand your
criticism here. I discussed explicitly r-an capitalists attempt tn raise
their profit rata by cutting wages and gave .1 few examples of their
strategies in the 19705. I am sure we could go on at some length with
such examples. My main point was that no matter how successful
these strategies might be in cutting wages. they will not succeed in
raising the rate of prnlit enough to generate another round of capital
accumulation. That requires a significant destruction of the existing
capital.

l4l The rclulicnr rrf llnt class struggle lo lire crisis. Certainly work-
ers’ struggles affect the course the crisis will take. But workers’ strug-
gles did not cause the current crisrs and workers’ struggles will not end
the current crisis unless those struggles are directed against the
foundations of capitalism itself. As long as workers lake for granted
their position as umgr-laborers and struggle only to improve their con-
ditions as Wage-laborers (i.e.. fight for more iobs. higher wages, l.'lc,l.
then these struggles will not be successful anymore, except here and
there for a few workers, for a short period of time. ln a period of
crisis. capitalism is not able to satisfy even the modest demands for no
further deterioration of living standards. ll the increasing; misery
which capitalism has in store for us is to be avoided. then capitalism
itself must be abolished. root and branch.

l5) Dcfiniriorr of the nrgunlc rnmptr.-.it|'0r| of curtitul. The reason I
defined the organic composition of capital as the ratio oi the total
capital invested to the number of workers employed (rather than as
the ratio of constant capital tn variable capital) is that l thought this
definition would make it easier for most readers to understand Maris
explanation of the falling rate of prollit without getting bugged down
in a lot of definitions and unfamiliar concepts. The purpose oi my
article was to irrrrmlucr Marx's theory as an explanation of the current
crisis and of the means and likelihood of recovery. I was not attempt-
ing tn provide; rigorous. comprehensive analysis of the currenl crisis.
l just wanted to call attention to the main point of Mar-:r's crisis theory
—that a return to prosperity ls highly unlikely without a prior depres-
sion characterized by the widespread bankruptcy of capitalist firms.
You might be right that my lack of rigor will only confuse people in
the long run: but. that has not been my experience so far.

l2-l Maltick Replies:

With respect lo "Authority and Democracy": Whatever one or
another opinion poll may turn up. workers exprssed in lftrlr actions
no dissatisfaction with the war. There were no strikes by war workers.
or anti-war strikes by other workers, even in response to the massive
student strike of 1970. Aside from‘ the working-class youths who
obiected to their experience as cannon fodder, the anti-war rnovernent
was from first to last a student and “middle class" movernent.

(3) On the Root 8: Branch Statement:

With respect to the Rout 8 Bnrrrrlr Statement. W1 iPP"“lal' ll"
close reading and thoughtful criticism.



tat The Statement be-gs the question of the nature ol the state-run
systems purposely. We are not of one mind on this question as a group
—nur are some ol us as individuals loo! We arc pretty much agreed
that. apart trom their involvement in the world market. these systems
cannot be said to be subject to the law oi value. "Value" as a concept
applies only to private capital market system; in Russia ct ul. its role
as "rey,ulatw" ul ti‘! economy is taken by central planning. For this
reason. it is inappropriate to speak hen: of "surplus value" or "rate of
lprrttit." A statement ol principles did not seem the place to discuss in
detail these complex and thomy issues. which are in any case of secon-
dary importance politically (since we are for the overthrow of the
party-state whether or not its exploitation ol labor is to be analyzed in
terms oi "value"l. We welcome articles on this matter.

(bl ll tht-re were a "real nmt>emeut" for communism. rather than
iust the "excitement and inspiration" of workers in one struggle or
‘another. we would see communism as more than an idea shared by a
handful at would-be participants in revolution such as ourselves.
llt-spite the appearance ol circularity in our dictum on revolutionary
movements. we meant, firstly. to distinguish situations in which
"opposition tn curnmudities and value" arises, through a "total break
with. the relation between waste-labor and capital." from the class
struggle which. whatever its ebbs and llows. has been a constant
lt.-alure of capitalism. Secondly, we meant to emphasize the apparent
impossibility, in the light ot histoncal experience. of creating mass
organizations in pnrpumlitm lor revolutionary action. As long as
socialism exists only as an idea in some people's heads. the working
clam is separate trom communism. To altimn otherwise threatens the
identification oi our ideas with the movement, an identification which
has been an ideological underpinning of vanguardism. It is important
to remember that revolutionaries represent themselves. not the class.
We c-trl say—and we think this is the truth in Marx's statement and in
your remarks—~tl\at capitalism generates tendencies in the direction ol
communist mdvementsi we wish to strem that these represent possi-
bilities that workers may realize. and not actualitis outside of our
analyses. The working class up to now has been defined by capital; it
must null-few its-If in terms of communism. by actually moving to the
seizure and utilization I'll’ the means oi production.

tcl Your su|q§csli0t'l to spell out the necessity oi internationalism
is o good one.

till While the slate machine is useful tor no socialist purpose.
uniortunately there is no other productive appara tus to take over but
the euisting one. To take responsibility for its use does not rnea.rt—as
we shnultl make clear-continuing its present uses or lorms. It means
being in a position to make choices. Tho working class. if it takes
social power, will have to decide whether or not to produce nukes, TV
dinners. and plastic flowers. It seems obvious that. as you suggest.
many changes will be made. both in what is produced and in hmv. A
statement nl principles. again. does not seem to us the place to specu-
lateon what these changes might be.

let As you say. in capitalism the character of work and the social
catqtnry oi worker are defined by wage-labor. W0rlt—pleasant and
unpleasant -will need to be performed after as before capitalism. and
llttlsc who do it will still be vvorlters. What will be abolished are the
social niches ol those who do rm work other than to organize the
retraction of surplus-labor from others. This is what we meant to
emphasize; wedtd not mean to suggest that "work" and "worker" will
mean the Mine under communism as they do today.

We hope this exchange of views will be a prelude to a fuller dis-
cussion oi these and other issues! Meanwhile. we have found your
suggestions helpful and will make use of them in revising our state-
me-nt.

1

On Ulli Dientefs “Anarchism vs. Marxism"

Some marxists in recent years have expended a lo! 0! ¢fl¢l'8Y "Ill-
tng us how much they have been influenced by anarchism. They tell us
ll’! "True Marl" is not at all what his present followers say lw is. They

call themselves “Libertarian Marxists" iwhich I'll abbreviate with "L-
M"l. l.—Ms purport to feel there are many points of unity with anar-
chists, which should lead us to ioin together in organization. Of
course, only anarchists need apply. To define the anarchist
they want. they dig up the dusty old polemic between Marx and Baku-
nln. Somehow, they feel this debate is of central importance to pres-
ent-clay relations between marxists and anarchists.

To start with, most "libertarian" mantists reject nearly all in
marxism since Marti: Lenin. Stalin, Mao, Castro, and all the present-
day cnarxism which is practiced upon nearly two-thirds of the world‘s
population. But they do not reject Marx; they "transcend" him, yet
follow him at the same time. ll that concept sounds a bit too mystical
lor you. wait, there's more. Like calvinists against the Pope. L-Ms try
to reinterpret the "ancient texts" to show how Marx himself ll‘) was
really a libertarian. Ulll Di-emer (in Root 61 Brunch 7] has boldly
asserted; “Marx is without dispute (ll the central figure in the develop-
ment ut liberatarianisln." L-Ms dismiss as irrelevant the fact that
tnarlisrn is today one of the most authoritarian dogmas ever to inflict
humanity. l have yet to see anything attributed to Marx which justi-
fies his importance to anarchists.

L-Msplaintively complain that anarchists are unfair in that the
marxism we attack has little to do with Marx. Even if we admit this.
why should our criticism of manzism have anything more to do with
Man than maritism has to do with Marx? If we analyze society as it is
today. then we must criticize marxism as It is today. Marxism today is
a part of contemporary culture everywhere in the world, as much as is
fre-udianisrn and capitalism. $0 any analysis of society or discussion cl
strategy must develop with the possibility that rnanrism will be critic-
iaed. But Marx himself need never be mentioned.

l.-Ms. as rnudt as they'd like t0. can't have it both ways: they
tin’! complain anarchism has no valid historical alternative to show
and then complain of descriptions and analyses of the experience ol
the Spanish Revolution {among other experiences]. They are bored by
such thing, prtsumably preferring to contemplate the "New Man"
and how the millenium tread "The Capitalist Crisis") is at hand. Chris-
tians have been waiting tor 2000 years. I hope L-Ms won't match that
recordl They have "Found ll" in Marx. and through Him, they will be
reborn in New Men. Good luck!

l.-Ms are correct. though. in their assertion that we anarchists
olten criticize marxlsm, leninism. stalinism, and maoisrtt as though
they were identical. In fact. l wouldrft stop there: many of those ele-
ments we criticize are also contained in other governing doctrines. ‘Die
identity we see rests precisely upon those elements in those tendencies
which are identical or similar.

Let's deal specifically with the Bakunln-Mara debate which so
fascinates L-Ms. The extreme pyramiding oi power. the ideological
monolithism. the separation between ruler and ruled. the destruction
of the most basic freedoms and rights all combine to give Baleunins
warnings to his polemic with Mars a prophetic character. Marxists.
tailing to take into account Bakunin's warnings, have everywhere
created the opposite of the paradise predicted by Marx. L-Ms com-
platn that Balcunin deliberately fabricated the accusation that Man
proposed a "People's State.“ ls it only accidental that 99 percent of all
marxists in the world have taken their cue from Bakunin's "fabrica-
tion" rather than from the "True Marx" himself, as they build their
marxist states? L-Ms must admit Marx called upon the proletariat to
use the state apparatus. S-qulrm as you might. “state apparatus" has
always meant "state" in marxist practice. The anarchist analysis of
power. based upon the written evidence of thousands oi years, shows
few instances oi "state apparatus" being put aside once assumed.
Show me a mantis! revolution which has even the most tentative of
plans to put aside the state apparatus, much las ever having done so!

V L-Ms try to pretty up "dictatorship of the proletariat" with three
pitragraphs by Rosa Luxemhurg tortuously trying to show how a "dic-
tatorship" is really some form of "pure democracy" (more mysticism
here). Why call it a "dictatorship"? What is the significance of the use
of the temt? Perhaps sloppy thinking on Maris part] Did "dictator-
ship" mean something other than dictatorship in those bygone days?



ls marxist analytical power so mystically great that they see somethiflfi
in dictatorship the rest of us miss? Or do their thought-convolution;
on this issue show confusion of thought on the part oi mifliil-'-7
Again. wt need to deal with the historical reality and not with lb!
l..-Ms' ideal of perfection.

L-Ms excuse the confused and sloppy thinking of Marx by assert-
ing (usually by a quote from Engels. and not Mani at all) that Mil’!
did not mean "economic determinism" when he spoke of the produc-
tion of daily lite as the determining element in history. No quote from
Marx can be found to explain why his lollovvers should not have lull
iustilication for their "crude materialism-" I guess it's only another
accident that most marxists are economic determinlsts.

L-Ms mention Bakunins secret organization as the lustification
tor the tlpulsioh oi all anarchists lnot just Bakunin and the circle ol
which he was a part) lrom the First international. They usually tail to
mention the anarchists complied with every demand made upon the
International Alliance. indeed even reducing it to open, individual
sections of the International. Alter the anarchists complied with every
Marxian demand and Man: still could not provoke the anarchists to
walk out, Marx convened the next meeting in Belgium (1872) rather
than in Switzerland. He knew Belgium had closed its borders to most
latin revolutionaries. Switzerland was the usual location for such
meetings because of its more central location and because it was more
open to radicals oi all types. Even so. the Belgian meeting did not
reach the decision to expel anarchists easily. Marx was so unsure oi
the lasting ellects of his "victory" that he sent the headquarters oi the
lnternational to the Unit-ed States. where it died a quiet death. Marx
laberlubiccted to every attempt to revive an international workers‘
organization.

As a parthtan shot, l pose the question: Why do mantists. even
L~Ms. describe themselves as the followers of a particular human
being‘! A dead one at that. How does this ditfer from those who call
themselves christiansj je-suits, leninists, maoists. stallriists. etc.? Why
is it one almost never finds anarchists Calling themselves balcuninists
or kropotldnistsl

in conclusion. most ol Maris ideas aren't worth the trouble of
reclaiming lrom the present-day corruption ot most of his followers.
There's just enough ambiguity in Marx to justify most ol the positions
held by those "corrupt" marxists. Even ii this were not the case. the
L-M proiect to reclaim Marx from his "impure" followers has little or
no relevance in today’: social revolutionary content. Today, to be a
marsist means (me is a Third World Nationalist. opposed to imperial-
ism; it means one is a member ot a centralized political pa rty ruled by
a central committee. which is in turn ruled by a chairma n, first Citizen,
rrtaximum leader. ctc.: in other words, a dictator. No room for anar-
chists there‘.

lint Humpus
('/O SRAF. BOJ 1091. Mlrr View. CA ?40\|0

Root It Branch replies:

The bulk ot lirn Bumpasfs letter merely repeats the charges which
Dinner‘; articles examined~that Mar-it's theoretical work stands or
falls. and in fact Falls, with the activities and regimes ol those who call
themselves Marxists: and that Baltunin was therefore correct in por-
traying Marx as a totalitarian. (Readers may be interested in the cri-
tique by Sam Dolgoll. similar but fleshed out with more evidence and
argument. published with a reply by Diemer in the Winter 1979 issue
ol The Red Nlcmn-0.1

As our introduction to Diemers articles stated, we feel that
Dierner is on the wrong traclt in dnwnplaying Mani’: materialism.
Marx's insistence that social movements arise from people's experience
oi their conditions ol lite rather than from the ldeas ol theoreticians or
inspired souls is part of his importance lot libertarians. To lind Marx
important or even lundamental as a starting-point for radical thinking
does not mean that we are "followers of a particular human being."
(This is why we are not so excited about the question whether Marx

was or was not personally authoritarian .1 Our journal can-ies the label
"Mantis-t" as a reference not to Marx but tn the practical and theoreti-
cal orientation to capitalism that he worked out. We tind it strilting
that in his letter Jim Bumpas never once deals with Marx’: ideas and
Writings on the nature of capitalism—the main focus oi his intellectual
energies. We suspect the reason few anarchists call themselves Baku-
ninists or Kropotltinists is not an abhorrenoe of hero worship (the
reverence of many anarchists lor the holy trinity of Proudhon. Baku-
nilt, and Kropolltin malces that clear) but the lact that there is no
coherent body of ideas to which such lItl’l'!15 might refer.

Finally, with respect to the question of joint activity between
libertarian Mancists and anarchists. we obviously recognize that peo-
ple who condemn some people who call themselves "Marxists" be-
cause at the actions oi other people who use this label will not be open
to cooperative ettort. We are not so sectarian. however. and sec no
reason to reiect all anarchists because some of their number don’! see
us as comrades.

Dear comrades,
We salute the reappearance ol Root -5 Bmnclr. The formation oi

groups in many countries which are breaking wilh the forces ot
counter-revolution represented by leltism, or the confusions of a liber-
tarianism which manilcsts itself in the search tor alternative lile styles
and individual lullillment in communes is a positive developmenL
Constituting themselves on the basis oi a firm recognition ot the, prole-
tariat as the only subiect ot revolution in our epoch and on the bed-
rock ol the class lines which the experience ol the proletariat has
drawn. the formation of the-he groups is one more sign that the re-
emcrgence at the open crisis of capitalism marks the end at the more
than titty-year-long period of counter-revolution. The growing com-
bativity of the class worldwide. whether laced with the dictatorship of
capital in its "democratic" or Stalinist forms. or under. the mash of
"national liberation." the weakening oi the It-lt‘s stranglehold over the
proletariat and the search for marxist coherence represented by com-
rades from Hong Kong to lndia. from Scamlanavia to the U.S.-
which is an expression of the resurgence of the clas-s—all indicate that
the historic course is towards class war.

The very real theoretical links with the German and Dutch lelt-
one of the currents which made vital contributions and heroically
resisted the tide oi Courtter-revolution belore it too was overcome by
despair in the lace of Stalinism_ iascisrn and inter-imperialist war—
which you have will be one important factor in your capacity to con-
tribute to the development of class consciousness within the prole-
tariat, since the theoretical contrih4.|tion5 ot the communist lelt are one
of the foundations on which the new political elements of the class
must base themselves. However. we are convinced that if you tale up
the theoretical thread ol the German and Dutch lelt in the form ut the
council communism oi the '30s rather than the analyses and positions
of the KAPD during the revolutionary wave itself. and if you ignore
the vital contributions nl the Italian lelt during the ‘30s. lor example
on the war in Spain tcl. the tests reprinted in our International Review
#4. 6 and 7]. lascisrn and anti-fascism, democracy. the national ques-
tion. where the position that national liberation struggles are a
moment in the struggle between rival iniprnlilrst blocs is in contrast to
views like Pan1_1el10cl<'s that a progressive development of a "youth.
iul" capitalism is possible ll‘l Asia, your positions will sulier trom
ambiguities and conlusions.

ll we insist on the importance ol the contributions of the commu-
nist left, it is not because we think that the taslr oi rcvolutionariu mn-
sists in simply republishing old texts. but because assimilating the
theoretical heritage oi the communist lelt is an essential element in the
capacity ol revolutionaries to analyze the perspectives of the crisis
today. the course at inter-imperialist antagortisms today. the balance
ol class torces today. These analyses are the bases upon which we can
carry out our primary task ol intervention in the class struggle.



In this senae your celebration oi the revival of the Spanish CNT is
partlcularlyr disturbing. You completely overloo-it the role of the anar-
chists in mobilizing the workers oi Spain for imperialist war in the late
'-305 (ct. our article "Spain 1936: The Myth of the Anarcht Collec-
tives," lrtrorrtnriomtl Review 15) and the participation of the CNT in
the government of the Spanish republic which massacred the working
class in 1‘?3?—-actions by which Spanish anarcltisrn definitively loined
the camp oi the counter-revolution. You completely fail to see and to
clearly den-mince the counter-revolutionary role of the CNT in Spain
today. where anarchism still remains a very fonnid-able mystification,
a powerful obstacle in the way of the struggle ol the proletariat. and
-with its ideology ot sell-management —a mortal danger to the work-
ing clan as it again takes the path of violent class snuggle and con-
lrontation with the democratic bourgeois state.

It is this point, among others. which we take up in an article wel-
coming the reappearance of Root =5 Branch. and criticizing the weak-
nesses we see, which will appear in lnternationaliam 18. We hope that
through such article-5. correspondence and meetirrgs a real confronta-
tion ot positions can take place between us. and that the process of
discussion and clarification between revolutionaries already begun in
Europe (cf- the intemational cortferences in Oslo, Milan and recently
in Paris] can now be extended to the new world 819 well.

Fmtemqlly.
lrrternntiomll Comrnunisl‘ Crrrrent
I? December 19755
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ROOT &
With the 19605 the etemal prosperity, the managed econ-

omy. and the attendant "death of ideology" of the post-World
War ll period came to an end. The combination of unemploy-
ment and inflation in the capitalist West and the inability of the
state-run systems of the East to satisfy their working classes are
producing unsettling effects throughout “industrial society": the
deterioration of conditions in the big cities, which nonetheless
draw an increasing proportion of the world's population; the bru-
talization of the seemingly permanent army of the unemployed.
which has been accumulating in these urban centers; the instabil-
ity of governments in the democracies, in the absence of any clear
policy altematives, inspiring a drift toward open authoritarian-
ism; the development of opposition to the party dictatorships in
the East. both in the form of liberalism among the intelligentsia
and. more significantly, in that of strike movements among the
working classes: and the continuing decay of ideologies and social
norms. All this testifies to the basic character of the "limits oi
growth" that modern society is coming up against.

Whatever disappointments Nature has in store for us in the
future, the limits we are encountering now are not ecological but
social ones. It is not even socially caused, environmental disaster
but the third world war that most directly threatens our extinc-
tion. That a fascination with zero-growth has replaced the nine-
teenth century's discovery of eternal progressive development is
only the ideological form of the experience of the bankruptcy as a
social system of capitalism and its state-run analog.

As yet we cannot speak of the existence anywhere in the
world of forces or social movements which represent a real possi-
bility of social revolution. But, while in no way inevitable. social
revolution is clearly necessary if possibilities for an enjoyable and
decent life are to be realized-and perhaps if human life is to be
preserved at all. For this reason we see the overthrow of the pres-
ent order of society as the goal to which we as a group wish to
contribute. l/Vltile the ideal we aim for has been called by a variety
of names—communism, socialism. anarchism—what is impor-
tant to us is the idea of a system in which social lile is controlled
by those whose activities make it up. Capitalism has created the
basis of such a system by so interweaving the production and con-
sumption of all producers that only collective solutions are possi-
ble to meet the producers‘ need to control the means and process
of production and distribution. To eliminate the problems caused
by the subordination of social production to capitals need for
profit. the working class must lake direct responsibility for what
it already produces. This means opposition not only to the exist-
ing ruling class of capitalists and politicians but to any future
managers or party leaders seeking to hold power in our name.
Root (1 Brunch. therefore, holds to the tradition of the worl<ers'
movement expressed in the Provisional Rules of the First Interna-
tional. beginning with the consideration “that the emanicipation
of the working classes must be conquered by the working classes
themselves."

From the past we draw not only inspiration and still-mcan-
ingful ideas but also lessons on mistakes to be avoided. The fun-
damental idea of the old labor movement, that the working class
can build up its forces in large organizations in preparation for the
"final conflict" has proven false. Whether the organization was

BRANC
that of reformist or of revolutionary parties. producer or con-
sumer cooperatives, or trade unions, its success has always turned
out to be a success in adapting to the exigencies of survival within
capitalism. The Bolshevik alternative of the small vanguard of
revolutionaries preparing for the day when they would lead the
masses to the conquest ol state power has also provcn useless for
our purposes. Such parties have had a role to play only in the
unindustrialized areas of the world, where they have provided the
ruling class needed to carry out the work of forced economic
development unrealized by the native bourgeoisie. ln the devel-
oped countries they have been condemned either to sectarian
insignificance or to transformation into reformist parties of the
social-democratic type.

While history has indicated that there can be no revolution-
ary movemcnt except in periods of revolution, the principles of
such a future movement must guide the activity of those who
wish to contribute to its creation. These principles—in contrast to
those of the old labor movement—must signify a total break with
the foundation of capitalist society, the relation between wage-
labor and capital. As our goal is that of workers’ control over
social lite, our principles must be those of direct. collective ur:Hr.1n.
Direct. because the struggle for control of society begins with the
struggle to control our fight against the current order. Collective.
because the only successes which have a future are those involv-
ing (if only in principle] the class as a whole. We recognize that
the working class does not have one uniform identity, and thus
experiences oppression under capitalism differently according to
age, sex. race. nationality. etc. However. what defines and thus
unites the working class is its exploitation by capital, even if the
character of that exploitation varies giving the appearance of
separate problems and thus separate solutions. While it is true
that the struggle against capitalism will not by itself solve these
problems, overcoming capitalist exploitation raises the possibility
of their solutions. Thus, each working-class struggle, even if it
does not address an issue experienced by the class as a whole,
must be aimed at the real enemy, capital, and not other members
of the class. In the same way, we think workers must overcome in
action the division between employed and unemployed, between
unionized and non-unionized members of their class. Such a view
automatically brings us into opposition to existing organizations
like trade unions. which exist by representing the short-term
interests oi particular groups of workers within the existing social
Structure. Similarly. we are in conflict with the parties and sects
which see their own dominance over any future movement as the
key to its success.

We see ourselves as neither leaders nor bystanders but as part
of the struggle. We are for a florescence of groups like ours and
also for cooperation in common tasks. We initiate and participate
in activity where we work, study, and live. As a group, we would
like 10 be I-If Svme use in making information available about past
and present struggles and in discussing the conclusions to be
drawn from this history and its future extension. We organize lec-
tures and study groups. Since 1969 we have published a journal
and series of pamphlets. We hope others will join us to discuss the
ideas and the materials we publish and that they will help us to
develop new ideas and means to circulate and realize them,
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In 1964, a government—released study predicted that a melt—down at a
nuclear plant like Seabrook could kill 27,000 people and injure 73,000, not
to mention the cancers and birth defects to come. Nukes, however, are just
the tip of the iceberg. Cancer-causing chemical dumps at Love Canal, N.Y_,
Attleboro, MA., and elsewhere, Ford Pintos which burst into flames when hit
trom behind, the 115,000 deaths each year from industrial accidents and
1"d"5tria1'Ie1ated diseases, Agent Orange and PCB'S, the list stretches on.
Business as usual is becoming more and more of a daily threat to our lives
and environment.

This threat is not merely a natural consequence of modern industry and
technology. Nor is it the fault of the waatefulness and greed of the pop-
ulation as a whole. It is the result of decisions made by the corporations
--decisions aimed not at the satisfaction of our needs and desires but at
the maintenance of their position in a social structure based on hierarchy,
profitability, and exploitation.

To accuse business of being shortsighted or greedy, however, is to miss
the point. Enterprises must make money to stay in business. Making money calls
for cutting costs and--especially in a period of IECe5SlOn--]0b and environmental
safety are "extras" which can make the difference between economic success and
failure.

Since the American economy is a business economy, the government must follow
th lo ic of decision-making. Some politicians may oppose some corporations. . . ,e same g
to some extent in response to public outcry. But, aside from the politicians
financial involvement in business, they know that low profits for big corpor-

t. Hence the recentations means recession, unemployment, and social unres
whittling away of EPA standards; hence the support for nuclear power.

NUCLEAR POWER I5 NO ACCIDENT

The choice of nuclear energy, for which some of us are now literally paying
dwith our lives was based on the convergence of the state's military needs anI

the profit interests of many powerful corporations. Today the $26 billion
already invested in nukes means high stakes for the industries involved:
stopping the nukes could lead to financial collapse and loss of control over
crucial sectors of the economy.

Te pro-nuclear statement signed recently by world leaders in TORYO;
Cart ‘s renewed commitment to nukes in his Kansas City speech; the Senate'ser
killing of the moratorium aendment-—all underline the government's continuing
support for nuclear power. Even Jerry Brown, despite his attempt to make pol-
itical hay while the anti-nuke sun shines, is only calling for a moratorium, not
for a definite end to nuclear pwer.

Even if the government is forced to decrease the country's reliance on
nukes, we can be sure that any alternative constrained by "economic necessity"



and "national security" (just whose security? we might ask) will not resolve our
problems. Carter's suggested massive conversion to synthetic fuels would mean
increased pollution from coal and shale mining-—industries already notorious for
high cancer rates among workers, disruption of the ecosphere due to higher con-
centrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, and more toxic wastes to dispose
of. And even conversion to solar power--highly unlikely despite the many well-
reasoned and -researched proposals—~would leave the world's atomic arsenals
intact.

Proposals for community—controlled, de-centralized technologies organized
on a non-profit basis usually rely on some form of government financing. In a
period in which global economic crunch has already brought us cutbacks in social
services, the government is unlikely to turn into a miraculous supplier of funds.
Moreover, the government is hardly likely to sponsor competition for the big bus-
inesses it represents. What we need is not funding and approval, but the power
to create and control alternatives ourselves. Government sponsorship is not the
route to such power.

The demand for "solar jobs," which addresses the very real Problem of unem-
ployment, points to the absurdity of the criteria that capitalism imposes on us.
The real issue is control over social decision-making, working conditions, and
the goods produced; and not the issue of choosing between jobs and welfare.

which will it be: Lung cancer or death by radiation? Nuclear power or econ-
omic crisis? Polluted skies and rivers or war scare? More jobs or more radia-
tion? Workers' health and safety or a safe and healthy economy? These "choices",
these "alternatives", are the blackmail of capitalism. To refuse them is to
raise the question of the conversion of society as a whole, root and branch.

SEDITION NOT PETITION

Many anti-nukers still find it hard to believe that "our leaders" would
blatantly disregard the safety of the "citizenry" and cynically manipulate any
opposition, loyal or otherwise. However, recent calls for direct action against
nuclear plant construction sites indicate that at least some people within the
movement are beginning to see the limitations oi compliance with the authorities.

The call for the Oct. 6 occupation speaks of a commitment "to atop nuclear
power ourselves, without appealing to or recognizing the legitima¢Y of state or
corporate authority," and of going beyond "civil disobedience and other symbolic
forms of protest." This points to a willingness to begin acting collectively
for ourselves and to stop relying on the people in power to do it for us.

We support the questioning of authority, and the growing recognition that
our enemies include the courts, the politicians, the regulators, and the police
as well as the nuclear industry. But to say that "our strength lies in our
numbers, in the depth of understanding" of the participants, "and in our com-
mitment to refrain from any acts of violence" is to admit how little strength we
have as yet.

_ N°n’Vi°1ent °PP°9iti°n to iuthflrity is a reasonable tactic given our posi-
tion of weakness._ We should remember, however, that from the authorities‘ point
of view tresspassing-—not to mention interfering with the ownersé control of their
Pr°PeIty“‘15 violence against the property right of a citizen, which the state
is sworn to defend, with violence if necessary. In fact, however deep our under_
standlnq. the numberiof protestors will not prevent their arrest and removal from
the Seabrook site. The truth is that the project to "transform the site to meet
real human needs" is beyond what we can do today.

What, then, is possible?
hel In the 5h°rt run: We SUPPOI? aflY attempt to disrupt the fission industry and

p preserve a world worth winning. In the longer run, if the anti-nuke move-
§:nt Pefsefercs, it will be forced to recognize that the power needed to achieve
goiigiaoidli ¥";;mPat;:1e with the power which serves to perpetuate the current
issue of niciear e un y of thed socialist East with the capitalist West on the

The solution willpgzer‘ S an ln lcation-of the global natur? of the Problem‘gulre a broader social movement whose aim is the construction
Zfiea zgild ¥:er: social decisions are made directly and democratically by those
fre: us frzm gfiué In such a society, science and technology would he used to

_ - gery and scarcity, and increase the pleasures we take fro life.
This vision might seem utopian, but taking it seriously may be the only way not
simply to end nuclear power but to preserve human life itself,

ROOT & BRANCH 0 Box 236 0 Somerville MA 02143
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